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1 INTRODUCTION

Information technology (IT) has invaded our world during the last couple of
years. IT has affected the societal environment for all individuals living in a
highly developed country like Sweden. The Swedish industry, as well as
industries all over the world, has experienced a change of “business logic” as
some people choose to put it. The change of business logic is in great parts
caused by IT-based business solutions which make it possible to access,
distribute and make use of much larger amounts information than have been
previously possible. This change will be further described and discussed in
chapter 3, “the IT-business, an introduction”.

“The one who controls the information, controls the world!”

Tom Clancy, from the movie Netforce

The above quote is picked up from a movie. The movie is pure fiction but the
statement is not. The workplace for the employees of many modern corporations
and organizations is not limited to the walls of the office but in many cases to
the entire globe. The companies of today have the opportunity to coordinate
their activities by means of IT-solutions. IT-suppliers, as we have chosen to call
them, are companies that have specialized in creating and implementing IT-
based solutions to other companies’ information- and coordination- problems.
They offer “IT-based business solutions” of different sizes, from individual
components to entire corporate-wide systems.

The sales- and purchase process of IT-based business solutions, including
applications such as e-commerce, mobile Internet, Intranet, Extranet, production
planning, storage and logistics planning, sales and marketing information etc., is
the research area that this study will be focused on. The business solution
normally includes hardware, software and consulting. We are mainly interested
in the software-creation and business development consulting, since these parts
have a high service content that demands an interactive relation between the
supplier and the buyer in order to be of any good to the end users. We believe
that the sales- and purchase process of IT-related services is more complex in
some aspects compared with traditional industrial selling and purchase. The
reason for this belief can be illustrated with a quotation and a figure:

“Our customers are interested in new technology but the general
knowledge of how to make use of the opportunities that stem from it is low”

Måns Nordgren, Ericsson Business Consulting
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Figur 1. The authors’ interpretation of the perceived knowledge gap.

The IT industry spends enormous amounts of money on research and
development. New and often better solutions are frequently introduced on the
market. This leads to heavy innovation pressure on the IT-suppliers that wish to
stay in business. The problem from a marketing-related point of view is for the
suppliers to present to the customers in which way the new products will lead to
increased customer value compared to already existing products. Particularly
since the rapid development of technology increases the knowledge gap between
the engineers that have created the new technology and the average potential
customers that are supposed to buy and eventually use the IT-solutions.

The knowledge gap might be one of the things that is characteristic for this
particular field of business. However we believe that other interesting
characteristics exist as well. The relation between an IT-supplier and its
customer is possibly extended over a long period of time. This might imply that
the relation has to be treated with outmost carefulness. Furthermore the purchase
of an IT-solution is probably a very large investment in monetary terms. Given
this background we find it interesting to deeper analyze this topic.

1.1 PRESENTATION OF THE PROBLEM

Our ambition is to analyze the sales- and purchase-process of IT-related services
from a business-to-business perspective. As described above we imagine that the
sales and purchase of IT-solutions call for a special relation between supplier
and buyer. Which the necessary ingredients for creating and maintaining such
relation are, from the perspective of the supplier as well as from the perspective
of the buyer, is what we intend to find out during the realization of this paper. In
conclusion we have decided to formulate our research problem as follows:

•  What characteristics distinguish an IT-supplier’s and its customers’
sales- and purchase process?

•  How do these characteristics affect the professional approach of the
people responsible for sales or purchase?

Customers’ knowledge
of IT-opportunities

Development of
IT-solutions

GAP
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1.2 PURPOSE

The purpose is to increase the understanding for the professional approach of the
persons involved in the sales- and purchase process of IT-related services in a
business-to-business context. The study takes the buyer’s- as well as the seller’s
perspective into account when analyzing the process.

1.3 DELIMITATION

Our study will treat the buyer – seller relationship between companies, that is,
business-to-business relationships. The collection of primary empirical data will
be limited to companies in Linköping and Stockholm. As will be further
developed in chapter 3, Information Technology is a very extensive conception.
Our focus will be on IT-related services that are aimed for business development
in companies. When using the term IT-related services we refer to the software
creation and business consulting involved in the implementation of an IT-based
business solution. We will not deal with the purely technical aspects of such
services. We will deal with the sales- and purchase process between IT-suppliers
and customers that already have some kind of IT-system in use, which in the
case of Sweden includes the majority of the companies.

1.4 DISPOSITION OF PAPER

Chapter one includes a general introduction and a specific formulation of our
research problem followed by a description of the paper’s purpose. In the second
chapter we explain our view on science, the chapter also describes the research
methods we intend to use in order to fulfill the purpose.

Chapter three aims at giving the reader a short introduction to the conditions and
characteristics of the Swedish IT-market. This chapter also includes a number of
definitions of frequently used terms.

The forth chapter constitutes the theoretical insight in our field of research. We
call this part  “frame of references”. The theories will reflect the sales- and
marketing-decisions on the supplier side and the purchasing decisions on the
buyer side.

In the fifth chapter the empirical findings from interviews with suppliers and
buyers respectively are presented. This section will only include the findings
most connected to our formulation of problem.
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The sixth chapter, the analysis, has the character of a discussion. The theoretical
references are compared with the empirical findings and the results are
discussed and interpreted. The analysis section is divided in three parts. The first
is an analysis from the buyers’ perspective. The second is an analysis from the
suppliers’ perspective. The third is aimed at identifying the characteristics of the
sales- and purchase-process, that is, the two perspectives combined.

The concluding seventh chapter includes the presentation of our research
findings, that is, our conclusions. This chapter will be concluded with a brief
discussion of the authors’ experiences that have been made during the
realization of the paper.

Perspective

Chapter
Suppliers’
perspective

Suppliers’ and
buyers’

perspective
combined

Buyers’
perspective

Frame of
references,
(chapter 4)

• •

Empirical
findings,
(chapter 5)

• •

Analysis part 1,
(chapter 6)

• •

Analysis part 2,
(chapter 6)

•

Conclusion,
(chapter 7)

•

Figur 2. Illustration of the intended research focus of the chapters: Frame of
references, Empirical findings, Analysis and Conclusions.
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2 SCIENTIFIC APPROACH AND METHOD

The purpose of this chapter is to give the reader an understanding of the nature
of this thesis, that is under which conditions it was carried out, our mode of
procedure and the selection of companies.

The chapter also aims at explaining the authors’ scientific approach and thereby
gives the reader a chance to take his/her stand to the problem and the
accomplished study.

2.1 THE FOCUS OF THE STUDY

A research can be classified after an exploratory purpose, a describing purpose,
an explanatory purpose, or a predicting purpose (Lekvall & Wahlbin, 1993). The
purpose of this study is of a descriptive and explanatory nature.

Describing researches aim at clarifying facts and circumstances within a
specific field of study.

Explanatory researches aim at demonstrating causal connections in the field of
the research that is explaining how certain factors are connected and influence
each other.

Our study aims to increase the understanding of the purchase- and sales-process
in a certain field of interest, namely the IT-sector. The focus of this study is
therefore to describe and explain the purchasing process in which different
companies interact.

2.1.1 A Qualitative and Analytical Study

A scientific researcher has to ask him/herself what is the main interest with the
analysis of the research. This interest can mainly be divided into three different
kinds of studies: to deeper study one specific case, to compare different
circumstances broadly at a given time or to study a development over the time.
If one chooses to study a specific case deeply it is called a case study. If one
examines broadly at a given time it is called a cross section study. If the focus of
the study is set to a development over time it is called a time and motion study.
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We are of the opinion that none of the above mentioned types of studies
implicate our study. The case study often involves a company that functions as a
contractor. The cross section study includes such extensive empirical findings
that are impossible to carry out by two persons during less then nine weeks. The
time limit is one of the reasons why this study can not be called a time and
motion study.

What can be said about our study is that it involves eight companies, which
claimed mode of procedure we have analyzed with our frame of references as a
basis. The amount of companies interviewed does not make it possible for us to
generalize our results, however we hope that the results of this study will serve
as an objective insight into the process of buying and selling an IT-related
service. The selection of companies is described later in this chapter.

Another choice the researcher has to make is whether the study should be
carried out from a quantitative or a qualitative approach. Some fields of research
are best studied by using both of the approaches (Holme & Solvang, 1991). The
choice therefore has to be based upon the scientist’s objective with the research.
Since the objective for this study is to increase the understanding of the
purchase- and sales process of IT-related services we have chosen to adopt the
qualitative method. This method gives us greater opportunities to deeper
examine some of the aspects in our study. We believe that the nature of our
questionnaires is closer related to the qualitative method because some of the
questions can not be expressed in figures but are of a more discussing nature.

2.1.2 An Interpretative and Abductive approach

According to Wigblad (1995) it is important to clarify one’s perspective in the
approach before carrying out a scientific research. If this is not clarified, the
selection of perspective will be made unconsciously somewhere throughout the
research. The selection will then be made randomly and unstructured.

There are many different theories to take into consideration when ascertaining
one’s choice of perspective.

The hermeneutic aspect, apart from the positivistic aspect, claims that previous
knowledge, values etc influence scientists. These influences do not have a
negative impact on the study but are simply about interpretation and
understanding. Our study mainly consists of interviews. We are aware of that the
answers will be interpreted by us. We are also aware of that it is impossible not
to influence the results of the study in an unconscious way. The fact that we are
two business administration students in an industry mainly consisting of
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engineers and technicians will definitely influence the results. If an engineer had
carried out the same type of study he/she would probably have approached the
problem from a different perspective. One thing we however do have in
common with many other students is the ambition to be as objective as possible.
The background to this thesis is one justification of our intended objectivity, that
is, no outside contractor have influenced the planning and realization of this
study.

Inductive method: By using this method knowledge is obtained through
observations. Induction signifies concluding general hypothesis and theories
through empirical experiences.

Deductive method: The deductive method on the other hand forms hypotheses
from already existing theories. The science has a finite number of basic theories
from which individual facts can be deduced. This means that it is always
possible to verify or falsify a hypothesis. (Molander, 1988)

We are primarily using an inductive method when gathering information and
interviewing people. However a qualitative analysis is not only about induction
but can be expressed as abduction (Patton, 1990). Abduction is a quick and
constant interaction partly between observations and ideas partly between parts
and the development of the whole where empirical and theoretical studies are
carried out at the same time. This method also serves as an approach we use in
our study when we interpret empirical information with the frame of references
as a basis.
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2.2 REALIZATION OF THE STUDY

The reason for our choice of research is partly constituted by the media’s and the
stock market’s enormous interest in IT-related companies. Another reason for
our interest is that IT competence is demanded by many employers on the labor
market. Furthermore we find industrial marketing and industrial buying behavior
to be the most interesting subject fields within the scope of business
administration.

2.2.1 Data collected from primary sources – selling companies

The empirical findings have been collected through interviews with companies
that are either suppliers or buyers of IT-solutions. The first step in the realization
of our study was therefore to map out potential IT-suppliers in Mjärdevi Science
Park, Linköping. The requirements that we set up when selecting interview
objects on the “selling side” were the following:

•  They should be specialized in selling IT-solutions on a business-to-business
basis.

•  Previous experience from the business-to-business industry, this in order for
us to analyze their experiences and mode of procedures.

•  More than ten employees.
•  The respondent should be someone with extensive knowledge about the

company’s marketing- and sales activities.

With the mapping as a starting-point we contacted all of the IT-suppliers that
fulfilled our criteria. E-mails and phone-calls made by us resulted in three
appointments; Cendio, Ericsson Business Consulting (Kista Science Park,
Stockholm) and Allegro. We interviewed one person at each of these companies.
It turned out that these three persons all held the same position, namely
marketing director. As explained above our requirement was to accomplish an
interview with someone who has extensive knowledge about the company’s
sales- and marketing activities. Given this requirement we found ourselves lucky
to get in touch with the marketing director since this ought to be the person with
the most covering perspective on the company’s sales- and marketing activities.
In a later stage we complemented the information that we had received from
these three companies with two interviews over the phone with sales
representatives whom we know personally. These two representatives work for
the IT-suppliers SAS Institute and Logica which both are located in Stockholm.

The personal interviews were conducted at the companies’ offices. The starting
point for the interviews was the interview-guide that we had formulated for IT-
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suppliers (the interview guide is enclosed in the appendix). This interview-guide
was sent to the respondent one week in advance in order for him (the
respondents were all male) to be able to prepare the information needed. The
questions have an open character in order for the respondent to be able to reflect
and analyze on the matters that we were interested in.

The telephone interviews were conducted in a more stringent way. We used the
same interview guide but the purpose of the interviews was to confirm if people
“working in the field” share the opinion of higher level managers.

2.2.2 Data collected from primary sources – buying companies

In order to analyze the process as a whole we contacted three companies that
had recent experience from purchasing IT-solutions. These companies are all
located in the Linköping area. The three companies operate in different fields of
business; Cloetta (chocolate and candy manufacturing), Tekniska Verken
(power producer), and Stångåstaden (landlord). The requirements we had when
selecting these companies were:

•  The company should be large enough to be able to afford a more complex IT-
solution.

•  The company should not be large enough to be able to set up its own IT
subsidiary.

•  The respondent should be someone with extensive experience from the
purchasing process of IT-services.

The persons that we eventually came in contact with all held the same position,
namely IT-manager. It is an interesting fact that we in all three cases came in
contact with the IT-manager when asking for someone who knew about the IT-
purchase process. This will be further developed in later chapters when
discussing different people’s roles in the purchase process.

The interviews were conducted at the companies’ offices. As in the case of the
supplying companies we had formulated an interview-guide, this time aimed at
respondents in a buying company. The interview-guide, which is enclosed in the
paper’s appendix, was sent to the respondents one week in advance of the
interviews.
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2.2.3 Data collected from secondary sources

When gathering secondary information we have mainly used the libraries of
Linköping university. Some literature was borrowed from the universities in
Jönköping and Göteborg. The Internet served as an encyclopedia when
searching expressions and statistical data. Reading previous theses works
produced at Linköping University inspired and helped us when choosing the
mode of procedure and parts of our frame of references. Since we have chosen
to write this paper in English we have had great use for Norstedt’s dictionary
when translating Swedish into English and vice versa.

Our experience shows that the academic literature produced by non-students
concerning sales and purchase of IT-services is thin. Accordingly our starting
point has been academic literature concerning sales and purchase of complex
services, which we believe, fit our purpose in an appropriate way.

2.3 PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS

We are aware of that some readers might consider chapter five, Empirical
Findings, to be a little short. However this is a deliberate choice that we have
made in order for the reader to be able to follow our line of argument. The
persons with whom we conducted interviews are all professionals within the
technology intensive IT-area. As a consequence our respondents often focused
their arguments on technical aspects of the IT-service. Since this paper is not
aimed at analyzing technical aspects of the sales- and purchase process we have
decided to exclude technology related empirical information.

When analyzing the information that we obtained during the interviews we
searched for arguments and reflections that were common for the respondents at
the IT-supplying companies respective the buying companies. The purpose of
this search was to establish a starting point for our analysis of what might be the
characteristics that distinguish the sales- and purchase process of IT-related
services. We found that the respondents’ answers often corresponded with each
other to a high degree, though it was often expressed in a roundabout way. With
this in mind we had to make a choice whether to present the answers word by
word on a great number of pages or to present the empirical findings that we
found to be most related to our subject in a summarized mode. We chose the
latter due to our own experience from reading papers with, in our opinion, too
extensive empirical chapters. Some might argue that we have denied the readers
the possibility to form their own opinion, which might be right. However we
believe that too much information brings confusion rather than clarity when
treating a research-subject as abstract and complex as ours.
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The collection of information from secondary sources was conducted
simultaneously with the collection of information from primary sources. Our
ambition has been to accomplish a frame of references that reflects the empirical
findings and vice versa in order to be able to present a relevant and concise
analysis-chapter.

As have been pointed out earlier our intention is not to present the technical
aspects that are involved in the sales- and purchase process of IT-related
services, however we found it to be necessary to briefly describe the context in
which such sales and purchases take place. This description is made in chapter
three, “the IT-business, an introduction”. Chapter three builds on information
collected from both primary- and secondary sources and includes some aspects
of a technical nature.

2.4 CRITICISM OF THE INFORMATION-SOURCES AND THE
METHOD

Our empirical findings are rather limited. There are three main reasons for this.
The first reason is that the time limit for the thesis is less than nine weeks. The
empirical findings are only one of many chapters that have to be worked through
during this period. The second reason is that it is very time consuming to
arrange an interview with the IT-companies during this time of the year,
especially since many of them face potential millenium problems. The third and
last reason is that this thesis, as mentioned earlier, not was carried out on behalf
of a company or an institution. This put us in a poor “negotiating-situation”
when we contacted companies and asked for their precious time.

We formulated two different interview guides, one aimed at the suppliers and
the other aimed at the buyers. The purpose of the questions that we formulated
was to obtain answers on how the different respondents perceived the purchase-
and sales process of IT-related services. Since the persons with whom we were
in contact with are supposed to be professionals within their specific areas we
suspect that they might withhold information on aspects of the sales- and
purchase where they have failed or performed poorly in some way. Examples of
such information are failed or rejected projects on part of the seller and
insufficient knowledge about the IT-solutions on part of the people responsible
for purchasing of IT-solutions.

As have been described we have been in contact with eight different companies,
five suppliers and three customers. In each of these companies we have
conducted interviews with only one representative. This particular person has in
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each of the cases, except for the telephone interviews, been pointed out by the
colleagues as the most appropriate respondent. We are aware of that interviews
with more than one respondent decrease the risk for obtaining empirical
information that is marked by subjective opinions. However, as explained
above, obtaining personal interviews is a very time-consuming task. Given this
background we had to make a choice between concentrating on obtaining two or
more interviews with a few selected companies or obtaining one interview with
a larger number of different companies. Due to the dynamic characteristics of
the IT-market we chose the latter in order to obtain information as general as
possible.

The suppliers and the customers that we have interviewed have no common
business relation at the moment. It might strike the reader as odd that we have
not used the opportunity to gather empirical information from the supplier and
the customer in a particular business relationship instead of turning to customers
with which the supplier have no current contact. The reason for this is that we
were explicitly requested not to contact any of the suppliers’ current customers.
We can only speculate in the reason for this request. We suspect that the
suppliers feared that we would put them in a disadvantageous situation by
discussing matters such as the perceived knowledge gap between suppliers and
their customers.

The authors’ IT-knowledge is rather limited. Since all of the persons that we
have interviewed are relatively familiar with the use of IT-solutions we might
have misunderstood or misinterpreted some answers of more technical character.
More extensive knowledge on part of the authors might have facilitated the
analysis of the empirical information.

We feel that it is important to clarify that the above mentioned criticism is not an
excuse to jerrybuild a research. It is on the contrary an indication to the reader
that we are fully aware of these factors when carrying out our research. We hope
that this discussion about our awareness helps giving the research credibility.
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3 THE IT-BUSINESS, AN INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to present how IT might affect the society and the
companies working with it. Another purpose of this chapter is to present some
definitions that are crucial to the understanding of our study and the discussions
developed in it. This chapter is aimed at preparing the reader. In this chapter we
intend to describe the IT-market context as we interpret it. This context should
therefore be held in mind when reading later chapters.

3.1 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

IT-based business solutions is a relatively new concept. It is also an exciting
area for research. Being a student in economics and business administration does
not, unfortunately, provide oneself with exhaustive IT-knowledge. This chapter
is therefore devoted to the creation of a context in which the chosen topic will be
analyzed.

“We currently face a historical breakpoint where the use of new
technology, the information technology, bring about an extensive societal
change. It is my firm belief that Sweden will manage this transition in a
good way. If compared internationally, Sweden has excellent conditions
that include an extensive use of IT-solutions and a high general IT-
maturity. We have a highly developed infrastructure concerning for
instance telephone systems, stationary as well as mobile. Swedish industry
is characterized by flat organizations, open communication and less
prestigious relations. Our public institutions are smoother and less
bureaucratic than most of our foreign counterparts.”

Ines Uusmann, Minister of Communications and chairman of the Swedish IT-
commission (Nya tider, nya förutsättningar. IT-kommissionens rapport 8/98).

How many times a day does one hear the abbreviation IT mentioned? When
reading advertisements of vacant jobs the phrase “IT competence required” is
almost always included. But what is meant with IT competence? We who write
this paper are rather certain that people use the abbreviation IT without really
being sure what they mean. What is hiding behind the abbreviation IT? We
agree with the definition made by the Swedish IT-commission:

“IT is an abbreviation for information technology. IT is usually defined as
the technique for the gathering, the study, the storage and the distribution
of information. The instruments used for this work are normally computers
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(hardware), programs (software) and electronic communication systems.
Stationary- and mobile telephones, fax machines, radio and TV are further
examples”

Nya tider, nya förutsättningar. IT-kommissionens rapport 8/98

IT constitutes an enormous market potential. Consequently the IT-business has
experienced an enormous increase of number of companies providing IT-
solutions. It appears that the demand for IT-related products and services just
keeps increasing for every day that goes by. Larger companies have come to the
conclusion that IT is of such importance that they have to develop a department
of their own for dealing with such matters. Smaller companies with less
financial resources have no other option but to make large investments in buying
IT-solutions from IT-companies. But what is an IT-company? We have not
found any good definitions on this. Percy Barnevik, Chairman of the ABB group
and Investor, once said, “very soon there will be no non-IT companies”. What he
meant was probably that IT will constitute a large part of the daily routine in
every normal company in the future. As a matter of fact we believe it already
does.

What we generally connect with IT is the use of computers. As described in the
IT-definition above computers are just one of many instruments related to IT.
The use of computers is however the most obvious evidence of that IT is here to
stay. Not everybody uses computers in their work but about 85% of them
working with office administration do. The corresponding figure for the
manufacturing- and the process industry is 50-60%. In the County Council
sector the use of computers tripled between 1993-96. (www.scb.se)

3.2 HOW CAN ECONOMIC GROWTH BE STIMULATED BY MEANS
OF IT-SOLUTIONS? - THE PERSPECTIVE OF POLITICIANS

In late November 1997 the Swedish IT-commission arranged a discussion
seminar together with the department for communications and the department
for trade- and industry. The purpose of the seminar was to discuss how the use
of IT-solutions might increase the economic growth of Swedish industries and
what actions needed to be taken in order to facilitate and control such
development.  In the following section we briefly present the outcome of the
seminar (www.itkommisionen.se):

Sweden needs a collective vision of how IT-opportunities can be used in a more
offensive way in the future. Sweden is one of the most developed countries in
the world concerning IT-infrastructure. This advantage must be used proactively
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by the society as a whole. The increased use of IT will have effects on the
society that Sweden must be prepared for. The traditional service sector will in
great parts be substituted by the fast-growing IT-related service sector. The
negative aspect of such development is that the IT-knowledge is mainly
concentrated to young, well-educated people, whereas people that constitute the
senior part of society do not have the interest neither the possibility to increase
their IT-knowledge.

Concerning the Swedish industry studies show that “the business logic” is
changing. The use of intermediary functions will diminish. Information, goods
and services can be collected directly from the source without additional, and
sometimes superfluous, work carried out by intermediary functions such as
wholesale dealers and brokers. Another example of how the use of IT will
change the way of doing business is diminishing importance of geographical
distance. By means of Internet based connections, subsidiaries and employees
all over the world can communicate cheap and fast, perhaps using only a cellular
phone.

The Government and its related institutions must lead the way and make
necessary investments in modern IT-infrastructure, but also in educating people
in how to exploit the opportunities that come from IT. Furthermore regulations
must be adapted to the new societal conditions. Concerning Swedish industry,
the corporate regulation must be adapted to the business environment where
people’s knowledge is the most precious asset

3.3 HOW CAN BUSINESSES BE DEVELOPED BY MEANS OF IT-
SOLUTIONS? - THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE SWEDISH INDUSTRY.

The Institution for Enterprise Development (NUTEK), has conducted a study
that is aimed to chart the Swedish industry's perspective on IT-related business
opportunities. The results, which are presented below, are not always consistent
with the notion of the politicians. (www.nutek.se)

Young companies with an entrepreneurial approach have a much more positive
attitude towards the expected IT-related business opportunities than do
traditional industry with long established bureaucratic structure. Entrepreneurs
use IT-solutions proactively in business developing purpose. Bureaucratic
organizations use IT-solutions more inactively in administrative purpose rather
than for developing purpose.

The entrepreneurial organizations are strongly over-represented in the major
cities while the bureaucratic organizations are over-represented in rural areas.
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However organizations in rural areas demand that they have the same access to
the IT-infrastructure as do the organizations in urban areas. One might incisively
conclude that rural areas demand the right conditions for using the IT-
opportunities but do not believe in the actual realization of them.

It is not our intention to take a stand in this regional political question but we
include the discussion because it probably affects the decisions of people
responsible for IT-development in many Swedish companies. Furthermore we
suspect that attitudes will change in due time. Companies in rural areas will
eventually be forced to adapt to changing business environmental circumstances.

3.4 IT-BASED BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

We frequently mention the term “IT-based business solution”. We wish to point
out that this part of the chapter is supposed to function as an explanation to what
we, the authors, include in the term IT-based business solutions. However it
turns out very difficult to produce a concrete definition of this particular term
since it includes so many different technical functions that in its turn are
constantly being developed. Not even the professionals that we have been in
contact have a clear opinion on how this term should be defined. In order to
produce a definition to the term “IT-based business solution” we searched in a
so called “cyberglossary”, (www.webopia.internet.com), on the Internet with the
aim of interpreting a number of terms that have been mentioned by our
respondents when describing how their business solutions work.

A starting point is to make a distinction between hardware and software.
Hardware (the actual computer, screen, etc) is sometimes delivered with the
software. The hardware is constituted of concrete components. However as
described in 1.4 we do not focus on the purchase and selling of hardware. The
focus is instead set on the service-content in IT-based business solutions, which
normally constitutes of business development consulting and software creation,
that is, the creation of programs that can be used in the customer’s hardware.
Software can be divided into two general categories: systems software and
applications software. Systems software consists of low-level programs that
interact with the computer at a very basic level. In contrast, applications
software (also called end-user programs) includes database programs, word-
processors, and spreadsheets. Figuratively speaking, applications software sits
on top of systems software because it is unable to run without the operating
system and system utilities. Other software applications are for example
Intranet, Extranet, Firewall and Data warehouse.
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Intranet is a network based on the computers belonging to an organization,
usually a corporation, accessible only to the organization’s members,
employees, or others with authorization. An Intranet’s Web sites look and act
just like any other Web sites, but the Firewall surrounding an Intranet fends off
unauthorized access. Like the Internet itself, Intranets are used to share
information. Secure Intranets are now a fast growing segment of the Internet.

Extranet is a new buzzword that refers to an Intranet that is partially accessible
to authorized outsiders. Whereas an Intranet resides behind a firewall and is
accessible only to people whom are members of the same company or
organization, an Extranet provides various levels of accessibility to outsiders.
You can access an Extranet only if you have a valid username and password,
and your identity determines which parts of the Extranet you can view.
Extranets are becoming a very popular means for business partners to exchange
information.

Firewall is a system designed to prevent unauthorized access to or from a
private network. Firewalls can be implemented in both hardware and software,
or a combination of both. Firewalls are frequently used to prevent unauthorized
Internet users from accessing private networks connected to the Internet,
especially Intranets. All messages entering or leaving the Intranet pass through
the firewall, which examines each message and blocks those that do not meet the
specified security criteria.

Data warehouse is a collection of data designed to support management
decision-making. Data warehouses contain a wide variety of data that present a
coherent picture of business conditions at a single point in time. Development of
a data warehouse includes development of systems to extract data from
operating systems plus installation of a warehouse database system that provides
managers flexible access to the data. The term data warehousing generally refers
to combine many different databases across an entire enterprise.

After having described a few of these applications we now try to illustrate how
they might be used in an organizational context.
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Figur 3. The authors’ interpretation of how different applications (programs
included in the IT-based business solution) might function in different parts of

the organizational context.

3.5 IT AS A SUPPORT ACTIVITY

Sometimes the word integrated is added to the term business solution. This
implies that different function-based subsystems are interconnected and
cooperating with each other in order to obtain information on the organizational
activities as a whole. The purpose of the “integration” can, according to us, be
illustrated by a discussion based on Porter’s Value Chain Model.
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Imagine the organization as a set of interconnected activities. Some of these
activities contribute directly to the value creation (primary activities) and some
are necessary in order for the direct value creation to take place (support
activities). The idea is that the physical product or the service should pass
through the primary activities with as little friction as possible, as in a flow. An
example of such “flow” is the following:

Figur 4. Flow-chart model of primary activities. Derived from Porter as
expressed in Johnson, G. & Scholes, K (1997).

The support activities necessary for this flow to be as efficient and smooth as
possible are according to Porter; firm infrastructure, human resource
management, technology development and procurement. These activities are
costly both in terms of capital and human resources. An IT-based business
solution might replace many of the resources tied up in support activities, not
everyone but many of them. The creation and implementation of such an IT-
solution demands a large initial investment. As with any larger investment it has
to be seen in a long-term perspective. The positive effects that an integrated IT-
solution ideally will bring, as we have interpreted them, are the following:

•  The “flow” through the primary activities will be faster and less resource
consuming due to improved interaction between the different functions of the
value chain.

•  Fewer resources, for instance staff, will have to be tied up in supporting
activities they might instead be allocated to the development of new business
opportunities.

•  A third observation that will be dealt with later in this paper is the preventive
factor. Due to the fierce competition in many fields of business an
organization must constantly improve themselves. The conditions in the
business environment will not stay the same forever. Things change and the
organization must be able to adapt to these changes.

Whether the above discussions on how IT-solutions can be used and the
business opportunities connected with it are corresponding to the reality we can
not tell for sure. People working in the IT-business will presumably agree and so
will the companies that have made large investments in IT-solutions. It would be
strange otherwise. It is however important to have in mind that the use of IT-
solutions, as advanced as they are today, is a rather new phenomenon.
Consequently we do not think that anyone can comment with absolute certainty
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about the value of IT-based business solutions for another couple of years, that
is, when the use of IT-solutions can be objectively evaluated. We would like the
reader to keep in mind that the purpose of this chapter is to function as a
starting-point for our discussion, that is to describe the context in which the
selling and purchasing of IT-related services take place.
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4 FRAME OF REFERENCES

In this chapter we are to describe the theoretical discussions and models that
constitute the basis for our analysis. The theoretical bases and models function
as building stones in a line of thought – the tools used by us in order to analyze
the empirical material and our problem. The chapter begins with a short
introduction to the subject field. The next section explains the customer’s
perspective followed by the last section that deals with the other side of the coin,
namely the seller’s perspective. When describing theories and models we always
refer to the author of the theory. Sometimes we also comment part(s) of a
theory, it is our intention that it clearly appears when a comment or an addition
is made by us. As explained in chapter two, the frame of references was
constructed simultaneously with the gathering of empirical information in order
for these two chapters to reflect each other. Consequently we include some
empirical information in this chapter in order to explain the selection of theories.

4.1 ANALYZING BUSINESS MARKETS AND BUSINESS BUYING
BEHAVIOR

The reason for including this chapter in our thesis is to introduce the theoretical
subject fields that we are to present. The first step is to clarify the nature and
characteristics of organizational business and buying behavior.

Business organizations not only sell they also buy vast quantities of raw
materials, installations, supplies, and business services. The business market
consists of all organizations that acquire goods and services to use in the
production of other products or services that are sold, rented, or supplied to
others. More money and items are involved in sales to business buyers than to
individual consumers. The purpose of organizational buying is according to
Kotler (1994) to satisfy a variety of goals: making profits, reducing costs,
meeting employee needs, and satisfying legal obligations. Our belief is that the
purpose of buying an IT-solution ultimately is to make larger profits through
reducing costs or/and increasing market opportunities, this belief is more
thoroughly discussed in the analysis chapter.

Business markets have several characteristics that contrast with consumer
markets (Kotler, 1994):

•  Fewer buyers
•  Larger deals
•  Close relationship between seller and buyer due to interdependency
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•  Inelastic demand. The total demand for many business goods and services is
not much affected by price changes

•  Professional purchasing. The persons involved in the business-to-business
purchasing process are normally professionals and have special knowledge

•  Several buying influences. The communication between seller and buyer is
normally a combination between different mediums. Seminaries and personal
selling in order for an actual purchase to take place may follow an
advertising campaign.

•  Fluctuating demand. The demand for business goods and services tends to be
more volatile then the demand for consumer goods and services. This sales
volatility has led many business marketers to diversify their products and
markets to achieve more balanced sales over the business cycle.

•  The demand for industrial products is ultimately derived from the demand for
consumer goods

•  Geographically concentrated buyers – that is major cities or science parks

Van Weele (1998) claims that a major difference between the consumer sector
and the industrial sector is related to the interaction and mutual interdependency
between buyer and seller. Unlike the consumer market, the industrial market is
often characterized by long-lasting relationships between the buying and selling
parties. As a consequence, industrial marketers must regard their markets as a
network of relationships.

Close relationships and the amount of buying influences are two perspectives
that we find particularly interesting in the case of IT-related purchases. The
reason for this is our belief that the relation between an IT-supplier and its
customer extends over a long period of time and involves a great deal of
commitment, consequently the relation ought to be treated with carefulness. The
theoretical framework for buying IT-services is presented in the section below.

4.2 INDUSTRIAL PURCHASE, THE CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE

In this section we are to explain the customer’s perspective of an industrial
purchase, IT-services in particular. Primarily, the function of the purchase is
discussed; later on a theoretical illustration is given of the uncertainties the
customer is experiencing during the process of a purchase. It is here appropriate
to point out that the term customer henceforth represents a purchasing manager,
purchasing department or an entire company.

The purchasing function traditionally encompasses the process of buying. The
process involves determining the need, selecting the supplier, arriving at a
proper price, specifying terms and conditions, issuing the contract or order, and
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following up to ensure proper delivery. Van Weele (1998) defines industrial
purchase as:

“Obtaining from external sources all goods and services which are
necessary for running, maintaining and managing the company’s primary
and support activities at the most favorable conditions.”

Van Weele, Purchasing Management, 1998, p.9

The “obtaining” is normally expressed as organizational buying. As mentioned
above the purchasing or buying function traditionally signifies a whole process.
In order to study the actual procedure of a company’s purchase we find it is
necessary to deeper analyze the company’s buying behavior.

4.2.1 Industrial buying behavior

Industrial buying behavior is traditionally defined as: “An explicit of implicit
transactional decision-making interaction through which formal or informal
profit centers represented by authorized delegates: (1) Establish the need for
products or services. (2) Search among and identify potential suppliers. (3)
Evaluate the supplier’s marketing mix, (product, price, promotion, and
distribution of potential suppliers). (4) Negotiate for and enter agreement about
purchase terms. (5) Complete a purchase; and (6) Evaluate the purchase’s utility
in facilitating organizational goals.” (Haas, 1988) From this definition we
conclude that industrial buying is not simply the action someone takes, but it is
rather the outcome of the interaction between buyers, users, suppliers, and
others. Buying is a transaction that is a part of the total decision-making process.

Many models have been developed in an attempt to explain organizational or
industrial buying behavior. According to Haas (1988) these models fall into
three classifications: task models, non-task models, and complex models.

Task models attempt to explain organizational buying behavior by focusing on
variables that can be directly related to the purchasing decisions themselves.
One of the most commonly used variables is price, therefore several task models
use price as their base.

Non-task models introduce the human element into organizational buying. They
add noneconomic elements to the buying process. The Perceived Risk model is a
non-task model, it will later be explained in the chapter.
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Complex or joint models attempt to consider more than a single variable or set of
variables. Typically they combine various task and non-task models to
understand organizational buying behavior better. Later in this chapter we are to
explain Webster and Wind’s Organizational Buying Behavior model and parts
of the Buygrid Model, which are examples of complex or joint models.

Non-task models and Complex models take human elements and noneconomic
elements into account. The complex or joint models also consider more than a
single variable or set of variables as factors influencing organizational buying
responses to marketing effort. We believe that the purchase of an IT-related
service is, to say the least, complex. Therefore we find the non-task and complex
models to be of great relevance to this theoretical framework.

4.2.2 Non-task models: The Perceived Risk Model

An example of a non-task model is the Perceived Risk Model. Håkansson &
Wootz argue, as described in Van Weele (1998), that industrial buying behavior
can be studied from the aspect of the customer’s perceived risk. We are of the
opinion that the aspect of the customer’s perceived risk is fundamental to the
buying process of IT-related services due to the complicated nature of the
product offered. This is the reason to why we have decided to devote a
substantial part of the frame of references to theories concerning perceived risk.

The model of Håkansson & Wootz is based upon the uncertainties the purchaser
is experiencing at the purchase. The uncertainties are divided into different parts
that affect the different phases of the purchasing process. From the supplier’s
point of view it is possible to influence these uncertainties. We are therefore of
the opinion that this model is relevant to our study hence the model, in a clearly
manner, breaks down the purchasing behavior into explainable components
which facilitates the understanding and makes it possible for us to analyze this
process. Below is an illustration of the model:
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Figur 5. Perceived Risk. (Derived from Håkansson & Wootz, 1975)

As illustrated in figure 5 Håkansson & Wootz (1975) explain the buying
behavior as a consequence of three variables:

•  The situation of the purchase
•  The environment of the decision
•  The decision-maker

I) THE SITUATION OF THE PURCHASE

According to Van Weele (1998), an important factor in explaining the perceived
risk is the situation of the purchase. This part of the theory is therefore given
extra emphasis. The reason for this is the suppliers’ opinion that there is a
“knowledge-gap” concerning awareness of how to best make use of IT
opportunities, which affects the situation of the purchase.
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In the situation of a purchase Håkansson & Wootz, as explained in Van Weele
(1998), argue that the selling party will attempt to change the buying party’s
situation, by taking advantage of three different types of uncertainties at the
buyer’s end. This therefore makes this theory interesting also in the eyes of the
supplier, we have however decided to locate the entire theory in this, the
customer’s section of the theoretical framework. It is still important to keep this
theory in mind when reading the last section of the frame of references, the
seller’s perspective.

Figur 6. Situation of the purchase. (Derived from Håkansson and Wootz, 1975)

1) Uncertainty with regard to the definition of the requirements, “Need
uncertainty”.

2) Uncertainty with regard to the right choice of supplier, “Market uncertainty”.
3) Uncertainty with regard to the outcome of the transaction, “Transaction

uncertainty”.

1) Need uncertainty

When a need arises in a company the purchasing department’s function is to
satisfy this need by using suppliers. In order to satisfy the need, the purchaser
has to receive information about the nature of the need. The need can be
expressed as a set of functions that has to be realized. The decision-maker can
feel uncertainty regarding these functions. The uncertainty can stem from the
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source of the need, that is, not technically knowing what it demands. It can also
stem from difficulties in communication between the source of need and the
decision-maker.

Difficulties in concluding the company’s need often depends on the product’s
grade of complexity in order to satisfy the need. This complexity partly includes
the complexity of the product itself partly the complexity of integrating the
product into the business. Functions that can only be measured after the
purchase also affect the perceived need-uncertainty. Experiences and results
from earlier similar purchases can reduce the uncertainty. We also believe that
the amount of information affects the uncertainty, that is, the accessibility of
both internal and external information concerning the need. Good internal
information refers to fruitful discussion within the own organization concerning
what might be the need. Good external information refers to fruitful interaction
with the supplier in the identification of the need.

2) Market uncertainty

After having analyzed the demanded functions the customer has most likely
specified the characteristics of the actual product. When turning to the market of
suppliers the customer does not only take the actual product into account, the
combination of price, service etc. is therefore considered. The market of
suppliers can be described in two dimensions: homogenous –heterogeneous and
stable – dynamic. If the buyer feels that the alternatives are relatively equal the
market is homogenous. When the market is heterogeneous the customer is
experiencing that the alternatives are different. The more heterogeneous market
the more perceived uncertainty, previous experience however reduces the
market uncertainty.

3) Transaction uncertainty

The transaction uncertainty includes all the uncertainties related to the
transaction of the product from the supplier to the customer for example
additional services and working methods. The different types of relations that
the customer has with its suppliers affect the transaction uncertainty. Previous
experience from a supplier or line of business reduces the uncertainty. The
suppliers’ characteristics also influence the perceived uncertainty. The decision-
maker forms an opinion of the reliability of the supplier’s offer. Previous and
present acting of the supplier is affecting the customer’s confidence in the
supplier. Characteristics that are often perceived as dependable and trustworthy
are the size and the history of the supplier as well as the form of communication,
mainly the language. The larger the confidence the lesser transaction uncertainty
is being perceived.
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The consequences of the purchase

Håkansson and Wootz (1975) argue that, apart from the decision-maker’s
uncertainties, the consequences of the purchase are also a part of the situation of
the purchase. The consequences are a function of the size of the purchase and
the potential negative consequences of the purchase. In contradiction to the
uncertainties, the purchase affects the total perceived risk. The uncertainties and
the consequences have a multipliable correlation. If the consequences of a
purchase are equal to zero the decision-maker will not experience any risk
irrespective of the uncertainties of the situation. If the uncertainties, on the
contrary, are larger than zero in any of the three uncertainty dimensions at the
same time as the consequences are larger than zero, then the decision-maker will
experience risk in the situation of a decision. Our interpretation is that need-,
market- and transaction uncertainty might be neutralized if the purchase does
not bring about any consequences to the organization. However as was
discussed in chapter three, both politicians and representatives for Swedish
industry are convinced that IT-solutions will have consequences on companies’
business processes. This might imply that the uncertainty in the case of IT-
related purchases could not be neutralized.

II) THE DECISION-MAKER

In a purchase situation it is either an individual or a group that makes the
decision. A difference between the decision of an individual and the decision of
a group is that the individuals in a group experience less risk and is therefore
willing to run a larger risk than if he/she would make the decision individually.

The uncertainty, however, is extended by the uncertainty the interaction itself
forms between the group members. A fully detailed explanation of the
composition of the decision-maker is described in section 4.2.3.

III) THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE DECISION

The decision-maker’s experienced risk in a certain situation probably depends
on his or hers notion of the environment of the decision. Håkansson and Wootz
(1975) define this environment as the variables that the management can
manipulate and that form the decision-makers situation, that is, goals,
evaluation-criteria, and means of control.
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Goals for the decision-maker are the goals set up by the management, such goals
can for example be to lower indirect or direct costs. Evaluation-criteria are how
the purchaser is experiencing the environment’s impression of her or him and
the penalties or rewards that are given depending on how he or she acts when
purchasing.

4.2.3 Complex models - The Buying Behavior Model

Webster and Wind’s Organizational Buying Behavior Model (1972) answers the
question: Whom does the actual buying of goods and services needed by
business organizations? Webster and Wind (1972) call the decision-making unit
of a buying organization the Buying Center. They define the buying center as
“all those individuals and groups who participate in the purchasing decision-
making process, who share some common goals and the risks arising from the
decisions”. We find this model relevant to our study because our empirical
findings show that the buyers of IT-related services make the decisions in
special project groups. The buying center includes, according to Webster and
Wind, all members of the organization who play any of six roles in the
purchasing decision process:

•  Users: Those who will use the product or service on an individual basis or in
a group context. These people ought to be heard in the specification- and
selection process.

•  Influencers: Technicians, engineers or other persons with expert knowledge
in a certain field.

•  Deciders: Persons who decides on the product requirements.
•  Approvers: Persons who authorize the proposed actions of deciders or

buyers.
•  Buyers: Persons who have formal authority to carry out the actual purchase.
•  Gatekeepers: Persons who have the power to prevent salespersons from

reaching members of the “buying center”, that is, receptionists or telephone
operators.

A critical task for the marketer selling to organizations is to identify the
members of the buying process, to determine their respective roles in the
decision-making process, and to determine the criteria they will be using in their
evaluations of alternative courses of buying action.
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4.2.4 Complex models – The Buygrid Model

Robinson et al. (1967) have constructed the Buygrid Model in order to study
industrial buying behavior. The Buygrid Model provides a useful set of
categories for classifying buying behavior and organizational buying responses
to marketing efforts. In this model the purchase is divided into buyphases and
buyclasses. According to us the Buygrid model is a tool for analyzing the
buying- and selling process, the buyphases and buyclasses are therefore relevant
from the buyer’s as well as the seller’s perspective.

The buyphases are: 

1) Anticipation or recognition of a problem (need) and a general solution.
2) Determination of characteristics and quantity of needed item.
3) Description of characteristics and quantity of needed item.
4) Search for and qualification of potential suppliers.
5) Acquisition and analysis of proposals.
6) Evaluation of proposals and selection of suppliers.
7) Performance, feedback and evaluation.

The buyclasses are:

1) The new task situation. Describes a purchaser buying a product or service for
the first time.

2) The modified rebuy. Describes a situation where the buyer wants to modify
product specifications, prices, delivery requirements, or other terms.

3) The straight rebuy. Describes a buying situation where the purchasing
department reorders on a routine basis.

In the analysis chapter we will concentrate on buyphases 1-6, that is, the
company’s mode of procedure starting with the recognition of a need and ending
with the selection of a supplier. In this context it is important to clarify that the
third buyclass, the straight rebuy, is not relevant to our study hence we are of the
opinion the purchasing of IT-solutions is not made on a routine basis. According
to Kotler (1994) the buyer in a new task situation has to make the most choices.
In this situation, the buyer has to determine price limits, service terms and
acceptable suppliers etc. Finally the buyer has to choose one supplier.

Webster and Wind (1972) argue as described earlier, that the buying process in a
formal organization usually involves several persons. These persons are
influenced by: other persons, the organizational setting within which they
operate, the environmental constraints within which they and the organization
perform, and by their individual characteristics. The buying behavior (B) can
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therefore be expressed as a function of individual characteristic (I), group factors
(G), organizational factors (O) and environmental factors (E).

B = f (I, G, O, E)

Each person involved in the buying process brings to it a set of needs, goals,
habits, past experiences, information, attitudes and so on which he applies in
each specific situation; the individual factors. The outcome of interactions
among members of the buying group determined by the interaction of task and
nontask variables reflects the simultaneous performance of several roles by the
members; the group factors. Objectives, policies, procedures, structure and
systems of rewards, authority, status and communication define the formal
organization as an entity and significantly influence the buying process of all
stages. These factors constitute the organizational factors. The environmental
factors include the specific technical, political and economic characteristics of
the society within which the buying organization operates. These factors include
the influences of other organizations and the general social-cultural-political
environment. Each of these four factors can influence the buying decisions. The
roles of each of the factors are to be evaluated with our empirical findings as
basis in the analysis.

4.3 THE MARKETING- AND SALES PROCESS OF IT-SOLUTIONS –
THE SELLER’S PERSPECTIVE

Traditional marketing is transaction oriented. Transaction oriented marketing
suggests that a deal should be accomplished and than closed, after that a new
deal should be accomplished and closed, etc. Businesses-to-business selling in
general and the selling of complex services in particular call for a different kind
of approach on behalf of the seller. In section (4.1) we described the main
differences between industrial markets and consumer markets. According to
Kotler (1984) fewer customers and larger deals are examples of characteristics
in the industrial markets that make it relatively costly to loose a customer as well
as obtaining new ones, particularly if competition is tough. According to
Grönroos (1990) it can be six times as expensive to market a service towards a
new customer as it is to market the same service towards an already existing
customer. To win back a customer that you have once lost can be 25 times as
expensive as it is to maintain an already established customer relation.

Relation oriented marketing, (Relationship marketing), means that the seller and
the buyer establish a business relationship that must imply a win–win situation.
The seller saves marketing costs and creates a more secure market for its
products and services. The buying company perceives less uncertainty and risk
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because they can trust the seller to deliver as agreed and expected concerning
technical- and functional quality (see 4.3.3). Such relation is supposedly hard to
build but very easy to ruin. It is built on mutual trust and involves many
commitments on both parts of the business relationship (Arnerup-Cooper &
Edvardsson, 1998).

In this section we will present a number of theories that describe different
aspects of the relation between a service supplier and its customers. The theories
are related to service marketing. Service marketing in its turn is what the
service-supplier performs in order to convince the customer to buy his services.
Our ambition with this section has been to select such theories that reflect the
theories that have been presented in the previous part, that is, the IT-customers’
purchase process.

4.3.1 The Importance of Relationship Marketing

Relationship marketing has a strategic dimension and is aimed at establishing,
strengthening, maintaining and developing profitable customer relations during
a longer period of time. The primary starting point for this way of thinking is the
notion that long-term business relationships are more profitable than short-term
transaction relations are (Arnerup-Cooper, Edvardsson, 1998).  This can be
exemplified with the purchase of an IT-related service. If the service-supplier is
performing an acceptable job and thereby wins the confidence of the customer
perhaps a service agreement including ten or fifteen such jobs a year can be
obtained.

Relationship marketing is not effective in all situations. Transaction marketing is
more appropriate with customers who have a short-term planning horizon and
low switching costs when switching suppliers. An example of such a customer is
companies specialized in trading bulk-goods. On the other hand relationship
oriented marketing is appropriate in the contact with customers who have a
long-term planning horizon and large switching costs when switching suppliers
(Jackson, B in Kotler, 1994). Our empirical findings show that the purchase of
an IT-solution normally ties the customer and the seller closely together for a
long time. As will be presented in 4.3.6, both social relationships and structural
bindings should be created between the IT-supplier and its customers. Social
relationships might for instance be nurtured between the suppliers’ business
development consultants and the project group appointed by the customer since
these people must develop a fruitful interaction in order to identify the actual
organizational needs. Structural bindings are related to the technical aspect of
the IT-solution. An example of a structural binding is that an IT-solution
normally needs continuos support and upgrading. If the customer for some
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reason would decide not to consult the original supplier in doing the upgrading
and support it would lead to extra expenses on part of the customer. The new
supplier would have to devote a lot of time to analyzing the customer’s
organization and how and why the existing IT-solution has been implemented.

4.3.2 The Life Cycle of the Customer Relationship

Every customer creates some kind of relationship with the seller. The seller has
to maintain and develop every such relationship. However it is important to have
in mind that good customer relationships do not just exist, they have to be
earned. Certain steps can be recognized in the development of a customer
relationship (Grönroos, 1990):

•  The initial step. The customer gets aware of the company and the products
that it offers. This is the desired result of the market communication activities
that the company performs.

•  The purchase process. If the customer has a certain need that he or she thinks
that the company can satisfy an actual purchase might take place.

•  The consumption process. This is the moment of truth for the seller. It is
during this process the customer decides whether he or she is satisfied with
the service quality that is delivered. If satisfied, the relation will probably
continue and new purchases will be made, if not this is where the relation
ends. In the case of the IT-suppliers it is not unusual that test projects are
performed in order for the customer to be convinced or not, concerning the
ability of the selling company. This will be further described in later
chapters.

In the case of IT-related services it is sometimes difficult to separate these steps
from each other, particularly the purchase process and the consumption process.
However we believe that this model can be used as a discussion model in the
analysis section.

It is pointed out by Grönroos that in order for a long-term customer relation to
be created the customer must be satisfied with the service quality that he gets.
The term service quality is difficult to define since it involves both a technical
dimension and a functional dimension. In the next part we will present
Grönroos’ opinion on how service quality might be defined.
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4.3.3 Total Experienced Service Quality

A basic definition of service quality is; “the service should correspond to the
expectations of the customers and satisfy their specific needs” (Arnerup-Cooper,
Edvardsson, 1998).  A more thorough discussion concerning what affects the
perceived service quality has been developed by Grönroos. Grönroos has
concluded his findings in model called “The total experienced quality model”:

Figur 7. The total experienced quality model (Grönroos, 1992, s.44).

The service quality is according to this theory a function of the following
aspects:

Pre-performance – Expected quality

•  “Pre-sale expectations” that have been created through the seller’s market
communication and the “word of mouth” from previous and existing
customers. The corporate image that the company has managed to create is
closely connected with this perspective since both market communication
and word of mouth are image-creating factors.

Examples of factors that the IT-customers point out as being important in the
selection process of IT-suppliers is that the suppliers’ representatives have good
knowledge of the field of business in which the customer is operating.
Successful reference projects that have been performed under similar
circumstances might work as an evidence of previous experience and knowledge
about the specific field of business and the type of organization. If the IT-
supplier is successful in his strive to convince the customer about his superiority
relatively the competitors, the customer will expect the supplier to perform a
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very good job, that is, the customer will expect the supplier to perform high
service quality.

Post-performance – Experienced quality

•  Technical service quality. Which was the experienced quality of the pure
technical aspects of the service performed?

•  Functional service quality. How was the service performed, with great
interest for the customer’s needs and wishes and with a pleasant behavior or
on the contrary? To manage this service aspect is much more complex than
the technical aspect since it is about the relation and interaction between
individuals. However, functional quality is no less important than the
technical aspect concerning the contribution to the customer’s notion of the
total experienced service quality. Consequently the functional quality aspect
has to be kept in mind to the same extent as the technical quality aspect when
performing a service.

•  The seller’s corporate image might work as a “filter” and affect the
customer’s evaluation of the experienced quality in a positive or a negative
way

According to this theory the customer expects a certain service quality to be
delivered due to the pre-performance activities conducted by the supplier. In the
second stage the supplier performs the actual service. It is during this second
stage where the “moment of truth” takes place. The supplier must deliver service
quality that corresponds to, or preferably exceeds, the expected service quality
in order for the customer to be satisfied. However it is not enough to deliver a
high technical quality, but the performance must also include a high functional
quality as have been described above.

In the case of IT-services the situation appears to be somewhat special. The
companies that we have been in contact with, both on the supplier side and the
customer side agree that the value of an IT-solution is very difficult to evaluate
in monetary terms. That is, the technical quality is difficult to evaluate.
According to our empirical findings it appears that the technical quality is
difficult to evaluate and consequently the functional quality aspect might be
given more importance when the customer decides whether he is satisfied or not
with the service quality that has been delivered. This aspect and the
consequences that it has on the relation between an IT-supplier and its customers
will be further discussed in the analysis chapter.
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4.3.4 The Interactive Part of the Service Performance

As described earlier we believe that the functional aspect of the perceived
service quality might be of large importance in the case of IT-services since the
technical quality is difficult to evaluate. The theory that is presented below
points out the importance of interaction between the representatives of the
selling part and the buying part in order for good functional quality to be
obtained.

According to Grönroos (1990) poor functional quality may easily ruin good
technical quality. The functional quality is dependent on the interaction that
takes part between the representatives of the selling- and the buying company.
The customer has to be seen as a quality-creating resource. If the customer can
influence the service performance the probability for a higher experienced
quality will increase. Grönroos divides the interaction process in two parts, a
visible part (to the customer) and an invisible part. The persons that are part of
the physical interaction with the customer and the physical service production
resources, for instance laptop computers that are used for the actual performance
are visible to the customer. The visible part is normally supported by an
invisible part. The managers, the persons responsible for internal technical
support and the technical infrastructure of the own organization constitute this
part. These three parts must function together in order for a high qualitative
service to be delivered, particularly if the complexity of the performance is high.
The authors’ interpretation of this interactive part of the service performance is
illustrated in figure 8.
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Support function Interactive function
(Invisible to the customer) (Visible to the customer)

Figur 8. Interactive part of service performance. (Modified from Grönroos,
1990, p.220)

In the case of IT-related services, the consultants and other persons in direct
contact with the customer are only “instruments” for the interaction. These
people must be backed up by the supplier’s entire organization. In order for this
to function there must be an ongoing interaction not only between the
consultants and the customer but also between the consultants and the people
working at the supplier’s home base. This requirement might be a problem in the
case of IT-suppliers with fast growing customer stocks. Instead of devoting the
organizational resources to supporting existing projects, fast growing suppliers
might spend much of their resources on obtaining new customers. The result
might be that the customers feel “run-over”, which has been implicitly
mentioned by the customers that we have interviewed. As a consequence the
perception of the functional quality might deteriorate.

4.3.5 Relation-Costs

Grönroos’ discussion about relation-costs builds on the assumption that a bad
service quality creates costs both for the customer and the seller. The relation-
costs on part of the customer can be divided into direct-, indirect- and
psychological costs. Direct relation-costs are such that have been anticipated by
the customer before doing the investment. An example of such cost is the
planned amount of working hours for the people in the customer’s IT-
department that are necessary to set off for the implementation of the IT-
solution. Indirect relation-costs occur because of poor service quality. An
example of such cost is the amount of working hours necessary for the people in
the IT-department to correct the mistakes made by the sellers’ technicians
during the implementation of the IT-solution. Psychological relation-costs are
such that occur because of lack of trust for the supplier. Psychological costs
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might not be expressed in monetary units but will have a decisive negative effect
on the relation between the supplier and its customer.

Relation costs occur on the seller’s part as well, often as a consequence of a poor
service performance. Direct relation-costs are such that are necessary in order to
maintain a good and profitable relation with the customer. Many companies lack
experience from long-term business relationships with customers. These
companies sometimes spend too much money on a particular customer, or too
little which is equally bad. It is supposed to be a win-win situation, that is,
profitable to both seller and customer. Indirect relation-costs are related to poor
service quality. It seldom pays off to perform a service carelessly since it
normally turns out very costly and frustrating correcting for mistakes and regain
customers’ trust. The irritated atmosphere caused by frequent complaints from
disappointed customers creates psychological costs on part of the seller. It is
therefore important to investigate the causes of the complaint in order to correct
things as fast as possible both for the good of the customer and for the
employees at the selling company. The seller might decrease its own and the
customer’s relation-costs by learning as much as it can about the customer’s
operations and its business environment. The more the seller knows about the
customer the more the service offer can be adjusted to the particular needs of the
customer.

4.3.6 Relationship Marketing Programs

We have devoted a major part of this chapter to theories that treat the customer-
seller relationship. The reason for this is that our empirical findings imply that
the relation aspect might be the most important aspect in this line of business.
Due to the complex nature of IT-services a relation built on mutual trust needs to
be created between the IT-supplier and its customers. The theory that we present
in this part aims at describing how a good, long-term customer-seller
relationship might be created.

A traditional marketing plan is often constructed with the 4P-model as a starting
point. The aim is to create the optimal individual marketing mix starting from
the following “marketing tools”, Product, Price, Place and Promotion. If changes
occurs in the internal or the external business environment one must adapt the
tools of the marketing mix to the new circumstances. (Mc Carthy 1960, in
Lekvall & Wahlbin 1993) Relationship marketing needs a different set of tools
in its marketing mix, which is presented below. The aim for the relationship-
marketing program is to tie customers closer to the seller for a longer period of
time. The most important tools for this kind of marketing are (Arnerup-Cooper
& Edvardsson, 1998):
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•  Create social relationships. The loyal customer must be recognized as one
and not be treated as a complete stranger. Furthermore social relationships
facilitate the important interaction between the customer and the supplier
when discussing how to satisfy particular needs.

•  Create structural bindings. IT-suppliers frequently use this tool. An
integrated IT-based business solution is not always compatible with
subsystems from other suppliers. This forces the customer to buy from the
supplier of the original system when and if the need for supplementary
applications emerges.

•  Economic advantages for loyal customers. Loyal customers should receive
better deals when doing rebuys.

The customer-seller relationship consists of two parties, the customer and the
seller. However it is normally the seller who initiates the relationship. According
to Arnerup-Cooper & Edvardsson (1998), there are certain methods that the
supplier may use in order for the creation of a good relationship to go as smooth
as possible. One method is to identify the largest and the “best” customers. In
the case of IT-suppliers this includes the customers that show the greatest
growth potential for the future and the ones that are not afraid of trying the
newest technology.

Another method is to appoint a person or a group of persons as responsible for
the relation to a certain customer. This person or persons should “always” be
available if the customer needs advice. The persons appointed for such
assignments should have a common approach towards their clients. They are
representatives for the selling company and everything they do will affect the
image of the company. In the case of the IT-suppliers this selection is made
quite naturally. The consultants responsible for a certain project are the one that
should be available in case the customer needs assistance, at least during the
development and implementation phase of the project. Once the IT-solution is
implemented and operational the customer is normally directed to the supplier’s
support department. Also in the support department there should be people
specialized in a specific group of customers.

4.3.7 Customer segments and target groups

In conclusion we would like to add a brief theoretical discussion concerning the
segmentation of the potential customers and the following selection of target
groups. Grönroos (1990) reckons that customers have different needs and that
they have different expectations and wishes on how the service should be
performed. Therefore it is very rare that an organization can satisfy every
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potential customer with one single service concept. As a matter of fact the
organization should not even try to satisfy every customer but only those
customers that the organization is best prepared to satisfy. Consequently the
potential customers must be divided into “segments” according to the
characteristics of their needs and operations. The next step is to decide which
segment or segments the organization should aim its marketing activities
towards. The selection criteria might include the organizations previous
experience, expected profitability of segments and the general preparedness to
satisfy the particular needs of the target group. In the case of segmentation of
IT-customers the preparedness to test new technological solutions appears to be
another important selection criterion.

The interviews that we have conducted with IT-suppliers show that
segmentation and selection of potential customers is a frequently used tool. A
proper segmentation of the market might imply a win-win situation, that is,
being advantageous both to the customer and to the supplier. The customer
might gain from the supplier’s previous experience from similar projects.
Experience from similar projects might imply that the supplier is able to propose
better solutions more quickly since he knows what has functioned the best in
previous similar projects. The supplier also gain from previous experience.
Furthermore than gaining the customers’ trust by means of showing
understanding for the customers’ business situation the supplier might carry out
projects more cost-efficient, for example through avoiding unnecessary
mistakes.
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5 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

This chapter presents our empirical findings based on the interviews carried out
by us. As explained in chapter two we have edited our empirical findings in
order to only present the most relevant information. The first part of the chapter
describes the perspective of the selling companies, the second and last part of
the chapter describes the buying companies’ perspective. The questionnaires
used in the interviews are enclosed in the appendix.

5.1 THE SUPPLIERS

In this part of the chapter we describe the interviewed suppliers’ view on the
purchase- and sales process concerning the IT-solutions they are offering. We
present the companies in the chronological order in which we conducted the
interviews.

CENDIO SYSTEMS

Cendio Systems employs 30 people. This year the turnover is expected to
exceed 15 million SEK. Our respondent at Cendio was Torbjörn Olsson,
Marketing Director. Cendio’s IT-solutions include both hard- and software.
Cendio develops and implements system-solutions, they also market their own
product, a “firewall” named Fuego. The system-solutions offered by Cendio
Systems are based on free software called Linux. Anyone is able to download
this software from the Internet, free of charge. In the marketing Cendio calls
attention to the company’s slogan less trouble. The fact that many
people/customers find Cendio’s offer quite abstract encourages the company to
make the offers more concrete and understandable.

Our philosophy is that the modern computer technology will make
everyday work easier for both people and companies.

Inge Wallin, CEO Cendio Systems (www.cendio.se)

According to our respondent the information technology is developing much
faster than the average customer’s knowledge about how to use it. Cendio’s
marketing strategy is therefore to function as a “bridge” between new
information technology and the customers’ knowledge. According to Cendio
this function enables them to create new needs among their customers. Cendio is
of the opinion that a need can easily be “discovered” by a customer if the
possibilities with a technical innovation are presented in a concrete manner.
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However for some new developed technology it is sometimes difficult to present
to the customer in a concrete manner what the customer value would consist of.
Such an example is the WPN-technology, which is an encryption system for the
information entering and leaving the company on the Internet. Everybody
understands what an encryption system is good for, but how often do a normal
organization need to encrypt the information that is sent over the Internet?

Cendio focuses on larger corporations such as Ericsson and Nokia. The
explanation for this is that large projects with large corporations generate the
largest profitability. Large IT-corporations usually offer their customers
complete solutions. Cendio is often contracted as subcontractor when such
systems are created. This is one reason why it is exceptionally important for
Cendio to pay attention to contracts with other companies in the IT-business,
that is, the importance of the network. Cendio presents new solutions and
services usually by informing special trade press. Later they participate in
exhibitions combined with seminars. Another effective way of informing,
according to Cendio, is to arrange so called happenings with specially invited
people that constitute a relatively homogeneous group, such a group can for
example consist of CEOs, managers from the purchase- or economy department,
and people with deeper technical knowledge. The purpose of this kind of
activity is to establish contacts and to exemplify how Cendio’s services may
favor an organization’s effectiveness.

When Cendio contacts a potential customer the first people they meet are often
technicians of the buying company. CEOs, purchase- and IT-managers, which
make the formal decisions, enter the process in a later phase. Therefore the most
important step for Cendio is to pass the examinations of the technicians with
whom they have the initial contact, in order to reach the decision-makers. It is
also of great importance to use the right type of representative when interacting
with the customers. The representatives of the two organizations need to speak
the same “language” in order to develop trust and a good relation. Cendio’s
representatives are therefore carefully selected before meeting a potential
customer.

ERICSSON BUSINESS CONSULTING

The Swedish part of Ericsson Business Consulting (EBC) has only existed for a
year as a separate business area. The turnover is relatively high, 1.5 billion SEK.
In Sweden EBC has 1000 employees. Our respondent at EBC was Måns
Nordgren, Marketing Director. EBC has specialized in offering infrastructure-
solutions based on the use of Internet. The key word is mobility. Why be stuck
in a building somewhere when you can move the entire office out on the field
where things actually happen? Ericsson produces the majority of the offered
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products, but many products and services are bought from external suppliers as
well. The services offered by EBC can be divided in two different parts, e-
commerce and mobile office solutions.

The customer segments in which EBC has specialized are:
•  Bank and Finance. This segment is currently the one that is most interested in

exploiting the opportunities of Internet.
•  Media and Entertainment.
•  Gambling and Betting.
•  Transport and Logistics. (ASG, Schenker BTL, etc.)

According to our respondent the customers of EBC are not afraid of trying new
technology but the general knowledge of how to exploit the new business
opportunities that EBC’s business-solutions offer is rather low. In order to
inform the customers about business opportunities EBC often arranges seminars
with specially invited guests, normally the CEO and his management staff
including the IT-manager. This is one of the most efficient ways to inform
potential customer about the business-solutions offered by EBC. However the
initial customer contact is normally established on an individual level. Old
customers often contact experienced consultants that previously have managed
to execute successful projects when some kind of need appears.

“Many of us who work on EBC have several years of experience from this
field of business. One gets to know a lot of people over the years and these
personal contacts are invaluable to us since they make way for new
business opportunities.”

According to EBC there are some important advantages connected with being
representatives for a large and well-recommended organization like Ericsson. A
good reputation and the huge amount of resources of the organization are the
most important trust-creating advantages.

“When we invite people to seminaries they usually come, probably because
Ericsson is a well-known brand. Ericsson is known to be the leading
developer of new technology within certain fields. They also know that
Ericsson have immense experience from projects with customers. In short,
people connect Ericsson with experience, edge technology and
trustworthiness. The size of the organization also includes disadvantages.
The large overhead costs make our products comparatively expensive.”

The following steps constitute the normal EBC sales-procedure; Initial contact
(often on a personal level), seminars, a smaller test project to confirm our
competence and eventually the possibility of larger projects such as the
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implementation of integrated business solutions. The entire process may be
extended over many years. Performing well during the execution of the test-
project is crucial. This is the best chance to convince the customer about the
organization’s capability.

Since EBC in its present shape is rather new on the market they have to build up
a customer stock. According to our respondent, EBC is probably working with
too many customers today. But this is necessary in order to decide which
segments and which customer to concentrate on eventually. It is better to have
few large customers than many small ones.

In conclusion what our respondent at EBC believed to be the most important
factor when selling such complex products as IT-solutions is to earn the
customer’s trust, that is, minimize the insecurity involved on part of the
customer.

ALLEGRO INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The Allegro business concept is to offer “business development by means of
effective information systems that support the critical business processes”. The
company is growing very rapidly. Today it has 75 employees and a turnover of
80 million SEK. Our respondent at Allegro was Anders Örnell, Marketing
Director. Allegro is a service company that is specialized in business
development consulting and software creation. Hardware is bought from
subcontractors. Allegro offers the following applications:

•  Order/Billing/Purchase (Customer-, supplier-, profitability statistics)
•  Material- and production management
•  Economy (Currency transactions, budgeting, accounting, etc.)

Concerning administrative business systems no single supplier on the Swedish
market currently has a larger market share than 10%, according to our
respondent.

“Separate systems will to a larger extent be replaced with integrated
solutions delivered by one supplier instead of many. This one supplier
purchases the subsystems that he himself can not produce from another
supplier. The point is that the entire business solution is delivered and
implemented by one company. It is however possible to implement
subsystems that does not interfere that much with the core program.
Examples of such core programs are “movex” owned by Intentia and R/3,
which is owned by the German based SAP. We deliver many such
subsystems.”
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Our respondent claims that the big money is made from consulting. Consulting
is helping and advising the customer on how to develop their business by means
of existing technology. The starting point in such discussions is of course the
technology that the selling company can offer, in this case Allegro. An example
is that many customers are interested in, or forced by their suppliers and
customers to develop an e-commerce strategy. Many customers and suppliers
demand that they have the possibility of using e-commerce since they believe
that costs may be cut and new business opportunities developed. If a company is
constantly connected on-line to their customers and suppliers there will be less
need for intermediary companies such as wholesale dealers.

“An interesting fact is that Swedish companies buy and sell goods and
services to a sum that exceeds 4000 billion SEK a year. Figure the
potential for companies specialized in developing e-commerce
applications!”

According to Allegro the average customer’s knowledge about how to best
make use of IT-opportunities is low. When discussing with potential customers
one must always bring out the future threats and opportunities. The threats are
connected with the non-use of IT and the opportunities consequently with the
use of IT. What will happen to the information technology in the future is very
hard to predict. Not even the people who work within this field of business
professionally can predict what will happen even in the nearest future
concerning the opportunities of IT.

A good way of communicating with potential customers is through seminars.
CEOs (who normally are the ones that make the final investment decision),
Economy- and production managers (who are the ones that will work with the
system) and IT-managers (who are the ones that operate the system) are
normally invited to the seminars.

According to our respondent it is important to get feedback from the customers
in order to develop the own operations as well as to improve the relation to the
customer. Allegro claim that they can not operate isolated from the customers.
The customers must feel that they are the ones who decide what shall be
implemented or not. In order to get such feedback Allegro has organized a
“users club” where all the customers can apply for membership. Meetings are
held every now and then. The idea of these meetings is to discuss the function of
the applications that have been delivered as well as it is an excellent opportunity
for Allegro to inform about new products. However the most important purpose
of the meetings is to establish social relationships, that is, to get to know each
other.
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SAS INSTITUTE

SAS Institute primarily offers data-warehouse solutions. This company should
not be confused with Scandinavian Airlines System, which is a totally different
organization. The Swedish subsidiary of SAS, which is an American based
company, employs approximately 80 people and its annual turnover reaches 170
million SEK. Our respondent at SAS Institute was Mårten Ericson, Sales
Representative.

A problem that might occur in organizations that use IT-solutions is that they
can not handle the amount of information they have access to. Information is not
worth very much if you do not know how or when to use it. The data warehouse
solutions that SAS offers implies that you can retrieve, wash and analyze
information collected from many different information channels. This means
that the user of a data warehouse solution can access the exact information that
he/she needs at the exact time when this particular information is needed.

SAS have been active on the Swedish IT-market since the beginning of the
1980s. They are now working with a customer stock that has been developed
over the years. If initiating contact with a brand new customer the first contact
would probably be taken on a personal level, according to SAS. The second
stage would probably be to inform the potential customers about the products.
Our respondent pointed out that a seminar with specially invited guests from
different companies could be considered to be small-scale mass communication,
which is probably good in early stages of the relation. However in order to
accomplish an actual purchase the customer has to be activated in some way.
Workshops are rather efficient in that sense. They can be seen as smaller
consulting projects and are therefore not for free. If the potential customer
already has invested a certain amount of money in a project they are often more
eager to go on with it.

“People in the business often claim that no customer is unique, although
many believe they are. Companies active in the same industry segments
tend to have business processes that are quite similar to each other.
Consequently IT-solutions often work best in their standard appearance,
that is, without special custom made adjustments.”

According to SAS the most important factor when establishing a business
relation with a customer is trust. Long experience and reference projects are one
way of winning the trust of the customer. Another crucial factor is the
professional approach and the integrity of the people working directly with the
customer, such as for instance the consultants. The customer must be convinced
that these people are doing their best and that they for instance do not leak
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sensitive information to competitors, which would undoubtedly be a catastrophe
for the consulting company’s image. Smaller new-started IT-companies
normally need a set of experienced senior consultants in order to for the
customers to be convinced. Furthermore these experienced consultants often
have an existing customer-stock built up since earlier, which is very valuable for
the new-started company.

LOGICA

The second person that we contacted, in order to confirm previous information,
was a technical consultant at Logica. This interview was conducted over the
telephone and is of a more brief character than the previous interviews. Our
respondent at Logica was Christian Wahlström, Technical Consultant.

In Sweden Logica employs about hundred persons. Logica mainly focuses on
CRM (Customer Relational Management) and E-commerce solutions.

Logica usually presents its services at exhibition centers and seminars. However
personal contacts is the most important “tool” in getting the attention from new
customers. The individual networks of the employees are very important for the
creation of new business opportunities. Deals made by Logica are in some cases
a result of unspecified proposals from business- and personal friends.

In many cases the initial request from a customer and the actual service
produced by Logica might be two completely different things. The fact that the
IT-services are of such a complex nature makes it difficult for buyers to know
what to expect. According to Logica it is therefore important for a supplier in
the IT business to make a business solution as concrete as possible.

When contacting a customer on a more “business-type” level it is important to
have previous references. According to Logica, references are important because
the services provided are of a very intangible character. A previous reference
therefore makes it easier for the customer to grasp the practical use of the
service. Another important element, for Logica when they contact a potential
customer, is to confront the buying manager with the right type of person. If the
buying manager has a lot of technical competence it is important for Logica to
appoint a sales manager with high technical skills.

Logica consider itself to be famous for its technical knowledge. This position is
often a desirable position, however it might be risky to have a technical
reputation that is too well built. In such a situation the technical aspects get more
attention than the actual business context in which the system is to operate, and
the buyer feels unsure about what the system can do to improve his/her business.
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When marketing its products Logica usually offer projects with a fixed price and
implementation date. According to Logica this service makes it easier for the
customer to overview the planning process, it also functions as a type of
“insurance” for the buyer. Logica considers itself as a company that close to
always delivers what is promised within the given time limits. According to
Logica, a fixed price and delivery on time are two very important factors that
will give a supplier high credibility.

5.2 BUYING COMPANIES

In this part of the chapter we describe the interviewed IT-customers’ view on the
purchase- and sales process of IT-related products and services. The companies
are presented in the chronological order in which we conducted the interviews.

TEKNISKA VERKEN

The turnover 1998 for Tekniska Verken in Linköping totaled 1303 million SEK.
The group employs 613 people. Our respondent at Tekniska Verken was Göran
Lindqvist, IT-manager.

Our interest in the company was their purchase of an IT based administration
system two years ago. The need in this case was a more advanced administration
system in order to develop and analyze the overall business.

Tekniska Verken invited tenders, which resulted in 11 offers. Some offers were
instantly rejected due to the selling company’s insufficient knowledge and
resources. A project group involving the IT manager and different mid level
managers of the company evaluated the offers during a period of six months.
Important criteria in the evaluation process were the perceived competence of
supplier’s representatives and the stability of the supplier’s organization. It
would be bad if the supplier went bankrupt before the system’s lifecycle had
ended. The formal decision of which system to select was eventually taken on a
top management level after they had taken part of the project group’s opinion.

There were few adjustments made in the purchased original system, one reason
for this is that such changes would be very time-consuming and expensive.
Tekniska Verken told us that it is extremely difficult to evaluate these kinds of
investments, especially in supporting functions of the company, in this case
administration systems. A problem is that it is difficult to know what you are
buying, especially in this case when there were hardly any references from
similar systems. Today Tekniska Verken is cooperating with approximately ten
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different IT suppliers. The relationships between Tekniska Verken and these
suppliers last over a long period of time. Therefore a good personal relation has
to be nurtured and conflicts kept on a minimum. One way of achieving this is to
separate two main connections between the supplier and the customer. The
project groups that are responsible for the actual implementation of the system
constitute the first kind of connection. The second connection is constituted by a
number of people, normally on a top management level, that are responsible for
the negotiation of the commercial conditions. These two connections should be
held apart so that the work and the good relations can proceed although the
buyer and the seller have not yet reached a deal.

An important criterion when purchasing new IT solutions is that the users
interface (the menus that are presented on the screen) is of the same kind as the
previous. If the users recognize the interface they learn to use the new system
and its opportunities more quickly. In this case the education of the system was
given by the IT supplier to a few selected employees of Tekniska Verken. These
chosen employees were then responsible for teaching the different users in
handling the system.

Tekniska Verken had previous experience from purchases of IT-related services,
but they did not have experience from purchases of this magnitude and
complexity. Our respondent pointed out that the experiences that were obtained
during this purchase process will be useful in future purchases.

CLOETTA

The largest candy manufacturer in Sweden, Cloetta, has an annual selling of 2.5
billion SEK. We conducted an interview with the IT-manager at the section for
production and sales of chocolate which has an annual turnover of 1.2 billion
SEK and approximately 650 employees. Our respondent at Cloetta was Bengt
Sjöberg, IT-manager. The subdivision responsible for production recently
implemented an integrated business solution in cooperation with one of
Sweden’s largest IT suppliers. It turned out that our respondent, who is now the
IT-manager, formerly had been the project supervisor for the group that had
implemented the IT-solution at Cloetta.

Our interpretation is that the cause for Cloetta’s purchase was that the old
solution/system was obsolete and could not meet the demands of today’s market
conditions. In most business environments of today changes are constantly
taking place. An example of this is the customers’ changing demands and the
overall technology development in the candy business. When Cloetta invited
tenders they already had a clear picture of what kind of attributes that were
demanded from a potential solution. In this case the purchasing process from the
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initial contact was taken until the system was operational lasted over three years.
The long period of time is partly explained by the size of the purchase. Although
Cloetta had a rather clear picture of what they needed, which is unusual, the
uncertainty involved in the selection of supplier and eventually the type of IT-
solution was large. An interesting fact, according to our respondent, is that the
specifications of the system that Cloetta had made were very similar to the
system that was already in use. This implied that the knowledge concerning the
opportunities stemming from the use of IT-solutions was rather limited.
However it is important to have in mind that there will always be some
resistance toward drastic changes in every organization. People are used to
working in a particular way and drastic changes disturb the routines that have
been built up during several years.

A group responsible for the purchase was put together. The group consisted of
the IT manger, the chief accountant, the production manager, the manger of
logistics, the laboratory manager, and the purchasing manger. The IT manager
and the manager of logistics later made the formal decision together with the
board of directors.

Well-established personal contacts and local presence are two important criteria
when Cloetta selects an IT supplier. The most important criteria is however the
supplier’s knowledge about the specific line of business. This knowledge is
often proven by references. Therefore references of successfully accomplished
projects in similar industries are, according to Cloetta, perhaps the best way for
the supplier to convince the customer. The business specific knowledge of the
supplier is important in the sense that the supplier easily can relate to Cloetta’s
business context and eventually adapt their solutions to fit the particular
situation.

On the question what could have been made better, our respondent pointed out
that Cloetta had requested too many specific adjustments of the original system.
The suppliers often have standard versions of their IT-solutions that are adapted
to a specific field of business. This standard version normally fulfills the needs
of the customer in a good way. However many customers consider their
organizations to be unique, which they seldom are. In the case of Cloetta many
adjustments were made that lengthened the implementation process.
Furthermore these adjustments will make future upgrading of the system more
expensive than necessary since they are not compatible with standard solutions.
Our respondent believed that excessive adjustments are a consequence of the
customer’s wish to influence the implementation process.

According to our respondent the most decisive success-factors in a business
relationship between a IT-supplier and its customer are the following:
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•  Good social relations on an individual level
•  The supplier’s understanding and knowledge about the customers business

processes.
•  References from successful implementations in related industrial areas.

STÅNGÅSTADEN

Stångåstaden is the largest actor in the estate agency business in Linköping. The
turnover for 1998 was 937 million SEK. Stångåstaden employs 81 people. Our
respondent at Stångåstaden was Tommy Larsson, IT-manager.

One of the latest buys of IT services by Stångåstaden was “Botorget”, a
continuously updated homepage on the Internet that exhibits where apartments
are available in different parts of Linköping. Botorget also provides specific
information about the apartments’ size, and rent etc. The basic need from this
type of function was, according to our respondent, the possibility to reach more
customers and to relieve the customer service department from answering
routine questions.

Stångåstaden did not have any specifications when turning to the suppliers. The
only request by Stångåstaden was that they wanted “something” on the Internet
in order to sell apartments easier. The supplier took the initial contact simply by
visiting Stångåstaden. During these visits the supplier demonstrated possible
solutions. Our interpretation is that this supplier was a totally new business
partner for Stångåstaden. At the time of the purchasing process Stångåstaden
already cooperated with a few IT-suppliers. It is worth mentioning that another
supplier developed the company’s original homepage. A process group was later
put together by Stångåstaden. It consisted of technicians, selling managers, and
the IT manager. The board took the formal decision approximately six months
after the initial contact. The process is now in its second phase were the
homepage is to be updated to include, among other things, students.

Stångåstaden is currently cooperating with five different suppliers. One of these
suppliers is by far the largest supplier to Stångåstaden. This supplier is for
example responsible for the overall business solution. From experiences
Stångåstaden is of the opinion that it is wise to adapt a system as little as
possible. The reason for this is that problems occur from the adaptation every
time the overall system is upgraded.

Competence, the ability to deliver and develop “things that we want” is the most
important criteria in evaluating suppliers. Local presence is also important but
not a must. Previous references are of less importance to Stångåstaden. An
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example of this is that the latest purchase of an IT-service was made from a
supplier with no previous experience from this sector. Stångåstaden has so far
been satisfied with this particular supplier.

Our contact at Stångåstaden was of the opinion that the function of the IT-
division is given more and more importance. The reason for this is that an
increasing amount of the staff at Stångåstaden is involved in working with
different kinds of IT-solutions. However, a company of Stångåstaden’s size can
not afford to hold the competence necessary to support all its systems. Instead
the company becomes more and more dependent on outsourcing to companies
that are specialized in supporting IT-systems. Greater dependency requires trust
in the companies with which one cooperates.
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6 ANALYSIS

In this chapter we discuss our empirical findings from a theoretical point of
view. The first two sections debate the buyer’s- and the seller’s perspective. The
last and final section of this chapter is a discussion of a more general character.
In order for the reader to keep up with our discussion, we would again like to
point out that the first two sections of this chapter (the Purchase process and the
Selling process) correspond to the sections (Industrial purchase and Marketing
and sales process) in the frame of references.

6.1 THE PURCHASE PROCESS

Kotler, Van Weele, and Haas all agree about the first step in the buyer’s
purchasing process. This step is about determining the basic need for the
purchase. From our empirical findings we have concluded that the requirement
normally originated from the need of adapting the organization’s business
processes to changing circumstances on the market. The most common
circumstance is that IT-customers as well as suppliers are adapting their
organizations to the “information society” by means of implementing IT-
solutions.

The purchasing companies’ complete buying behavior process corresponds with
Haas’ definition of industrial buying behavior. However the second step, to
search among and identify potential suppliers, was moderately carried out by the
companies. In the case of Stångåstaden, there was no such search at all. Their
choice of a supplier was made from the result of the initial supplier’s direct
marketing methods. This might however be explained by the size of the
purchase, in this case we suspect that the purchase-sum was relatively small.
When the purchase-sum is higher the searching of potential suppliers is
normally more methodically carried out. Usually an IT-purchase involves a
great amount of money, therefore this kind of purchases call for an exhaustive
selection process.

6.1.1 The Perceived Risk

In the Perceived Risk Model there is another aspect of the actual need.
Uncertainty arises with regard to the definition of the requirements. An IT-
solution can easily be considered as a complex product, therefore, as explained
in 4.2, the need uncertainty increases as the complexity increases. It is here
interesting to observe the case of Cloetta. When contacting potential suppliers,
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Cloetta had a rather clear picture of what they expected from the IT-solution.
However it turned out that the specifications for the new system showed a clear
resemblance with the already existing system. The other customers that we
interviewed had not specified the requirements of the system to the same extent
as Cloetta. With this in mind we believe that the possibility to create a need
augments as the complexity increases. Buying a complex IT-solution
consequently involves a large amount of need uncertainty. This uncertainty
might facilitate the IT-supplier’s possibility to create new needs on part of the
customer.

In all of the cases there were special purchasing groups, which by the
respondents were called project groups, put together to select the supplier and to
specify the requirements of the IT-solution. Many people in these purchasing
groups had previous experience from different kinds of IT-purchases. From the
customer’s perspective the IT-market is however of a very variable character;
the suppliers’ offers are not similar to each other, the market is therefore,
according to the respondents, considered as heterogeneous. The dissimilarity of
the offered services can be exemplified with the different platforms used by the
suppliers in order to build up a certain IT-business solution. The heterogeneous
market might therefore make previous experience less substantial.

Håkansson and Wootz argue that, the higher need uncertainty the greater the
tendency for more decision-makers to be involved in the decision process. They
also argue that there is a positive correlation between the need uncertainty and
the probability that the decision-makers turn to companies with which the
company has had previous positive contacts. From our empirical findings we
find the first argument valid. The buying center was in all cases represented by
at least five people from different parts of the company. The second argument,
however, is not as indisputable as the first one. None of the buying companies
chose a previous supplier even though there was a great amount of need
uncertainty involved, as we have interpreted it. The reason for choosing a new
supplier might be explained with the buyer’s different positive contacts with the
supplier. These different types of contacts are included in the supplier’s market
communication. If the market communication is carried out successfully the
customer will expect high quality. High expected service quality might decrease
the buyer’s perceived need uncertainty. One cause for this might be that the
supplier’s market communication has made the customer more aware of his
need. If the actual uncertainty really decreases will be discussed in a later part of
this chapter.

When analyzing the market uncertainty it is important to mention that the actual
purchases were a combination of what Robinson et al. call a new task situation
and a modified rebuy. As observed before the heterogeneous market made
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previous experiences less substantial, therefore the purchase was a kind of new
task situation. The previous experience, however, made the purchase a kind of
modified rebuy, the purpose was after all, in all of the cases, to upgrade the
existing system.

Håkansson and Wootz claim that the larger the market uncertainty is the more
suppliers are contacted. By comparing different suppliers the buyer gets a
general outlook over the market and therefore becomes more certain about the
choice of a supplier. Paradoxically a requirement needed when contacting a
supplier is to have a clear picture of what is to be purchased. In the case of
Stångåstaden, where the company hardly had any specifications of the product,
there were consequently fewer potential suppliers contacted. In fact there was,
as interpreted by us, only one supplier involved in the selection process. Even
though the buyer, in this case Stångåstaden, perceived a large market uncertainty
the lack of product specifications hampered the company from contacting many
suppliers. One reason for this is that the process of getting in contact with a
supplier and work out potential specifications is very time consuming, and
consequently expensive. Since the purchase of “Botorget” was a relatively small
deal in monetary terms, the cost of conducting a more extensive selection
process would have been unreasonably high.

The buyer’s relationship with its supplier influences the transaction uncertainty.
Our impression is that the relationships between the buyers and the suppliers
were rather undeveloped. In this case undeveloped imply a new relationship
without any previous connections. The supplier’s characteristics are another
influence in the perceived transaction uncertainty. According to the buying
companies, the most important characteristics are the size and history of the
supplier. The size and history often reflect the supplier’s resources in terms of
know-how and “assortment” of different kinds of IT-solutions. Another reason
why these characteristics reduce the perceived transaction uncertainty is that a
big supplier with a long history often has many references. The supplier’s
project manager and his/her way of communicating with the purchasing
company is another important characteristic. Communicating in this context
signifies the ability to “speak the same language” and in this manner be on the
same level when communicating. These important characteristics can reduce the
buyer’s transaction uncertainty stemming from the fact that there had been no
previous formal contact between the buyer and supplier.

The consequences of buying an IT-solution are rather substantial. One reason for
this is that the size of an IT-purchase, normally, is considerable. It is difficult to
estimate the potential negative consequences of an IT-purchase because it is
hard to evaluate the effects of the system. None of the customers that we
interviewed had even tried to evaluate their IT-investments in monetary terms.
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Too many variables are involved to make such an evaluation possible. The
uncertainties and the consequences have a multipliable correlation. Earlier in
this section we have concluded that there in fact are various uncertainties
involved in the situation of a purchase, the consequences therefore accumulate
the perceived risk.

In order for the decision-maker to reduce the perceived risk it is very common
that a whole group constitutes the decision-maker. The constitution of this group
will be more thoroughly analyzed later in this section.

As explained in the frame of references the decision-maker’s perceived risk in a
certain situation depends on his/her notion of the environment of the decision.
The complexity of the system makes it difficult for the management to set up
different goals with the system. In the case of Cloetta, one of the management’s
goals with the purchase was to cut production costs by giving the middle
managers more responsibility. The IT-system enabled the middle managers to
access more information that, in the end, resulted in that fewer employees
carried out the same job. If the IT-system itself was the only subject to the
increased efficiency is however difficult to conclude.

6.1.2 The Buying Center

The project groups are very similar to what Webster and Wind call The Buying
Center. The project group consisted of five to eight persons. These groups were
in all cases put together after the need was determined. In the case of Cloetta and
Tekniska Verken the people responsible for production and the support-
activities (see 3.3) based on the administrative systems constituted the Users
because they were the ones who would work with the system on an everyday
basis. IT-managers mainly constituted the Influencers, they also functioned as a
kind of Gatekeepers because they were the only ones who had the technical
knowledge to instantly reject a selling company’s prospect. In the case of
“Botorget”, the homepage bought by Stångåstaden with the objective of creating
new market opportunities, the sales manager represented the Deciders. In other
cases the logistics managers and the financial managers might function as
deciders depending on the purpose of the business-solution. In all the cases the
board functioned as the Approvers because they took the formal decision. The
formal authorization took place after that the deciders had presented their
conclusions to the board. The board then authorized the deciders to carry out the
purchase. Consequently we believe that the same persons that function as the
deciders are the Buyers as well.
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Normally a critical task when selling to organizations is to identify the members
of the buying center. From our empirical findings we have discovered that the
buying center in the case of sales and purchase process of IT-solutions also
might include a seventh role: the Contact Person. The contact person is
normally an employee that has had previous contact with the supplier, it can
either be on a personal level or on a business level. This contact may, for
instance, be a product of a spontaneous meeting at an exhibition fair. This
person might function as the initial influencer and link between an organization
interested in purchasing an IT-solution and the potential supplier of such
solution. If this person is involved during the entire process was not clearly
recognized. This contact person is however very important in the initial phase of
the process.

6.1.3 The Buygrid Model

When using the Buygrid model the most interesting buyphase to examine is the
acquisition and analysis of proposals. As mentioned before, the acquisition of
offers has to be a result of the buyer’s specific requirements. In order for a
company to acquire different offers they therefore need to specify their
requirements as closely as possible. When buying an IT-related service it might
however be, as shown in our empirical findings, rather difficult for the buyer to
closely specify the requirements, especially if the service is of a new kind for the
company.   The process of analyzing received proposals lasted over a couple of
months and was therefore very costly. The first part of this process was to sort
out the most interesting offers. The selected offers were deeper analyzed and
compared before the final offer was proposed to the board. The users,
influencers, and the deciders were consequently the key persons during this
process because they were the ones who best could evaluate and analyze the
proposals’ different advantages.

Webster and Wind’s function of the buying behavior includes, as mentioned in
4.2.3, four factors. According to us the first factor, individual characteristics are
in itself a set of different parts. These parts have been explained in this analysis
by using Håkansson & Wootz’ perceived risk model. The group and
organization factors have been explained by discussing the term buying center.
The last part of the buying behavior function includes the environmental factors.
These environmental factors were initially presented in chapter three and are to
be discussed more thoroughly in the last section of the analysis.
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6.2 THE SALES PROCESS

The purchase of an IT-solution involves a great deal of commitment both on part
of the seller as well as the buyer. Six to twelve months appears to be the normal
amount of time that passes by between the initial customer-seller contact and the
actual purchase and implementation of an IT-solution. During this period the
customer has to conduct an expensive selection process in order to decide which
IT-supplier to choose. The IT-suppliers can not afford to passively await the
customer’s decision but must work proactively with marketing measures, this is
costly as well. Once the potential customer has made his choice, a business
relationship that might last for several years is initiated. Such a business
relationship must imply a win-win situation. In this section the sales process will
be analyzed, from the perspective of the selling part.

In chapter three we pointed out that the business logic is changing. Business is
not made the same way today as it was made “yesterday”. For instance as
described in 3.2 the importance of intermediary functions of different kinds will
probably diminish heavily both between organizations as well as internally
within the organizations.

“A mistake that many organizations do is to assume that things will stay
the way they are today if they decide not to invest in new business
solutions”

Bengt Sjöberg, Cloetta

The business environment is changing for many organizations. E-commerce,
mobile office solutions, data warehousing, etc. are instruments that can be used
to reallocate human resources as well as capital resources to where they are most
needed. The purpose of such reallocation of resources is very simple to
understand namely cutting costs and creation of new business opportunities
(increasing revenues). Cutting costs and increasing revenues are in its turn
aimed at accomplishing one thing, increased profitability. To point out that the
conditions in the business environment are changing appears to be the most
common selling argument. This argument appears indisputable. IT-related
opportunities seem to dominate today’s business media. The problem is that the
average potential IT-customer does not know very much about IT-based
business solutions, although they are convinced that they need them. As been
earlier explained this situation leads to a great deal of uncertainty on part of the
customer. However this uncertainty can be diminished if the customers trust the
IT-suppliers to be competent in the realization of their services. This includes
both technical quality as well as functional quality (see total service quality
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4.3.3). This is the background that has to be kept in mind in the further
discussion of this section.

6.2.1 The initial step of the selling process

In the part 4.3.2 we presented “the life cycle of the customer relationship” by
Grönroos. This theory will be the starting point for this part. In every stage of
the cycle we will include complementary theories that were presented in the
frame of references.

Not only the customer has a need of diminishing uncertainty. As described
above it is a very time-consuming process to obtain customers within this field
of business. A potential customer may receive 10-20 offers from different IT-
suppliers when sending out an inquiry. 75% of these will probably be rejected
right away. After that the actual selection process starts. It often turns out very
costly for the customer to evaluate a supplier more thoroughly. Consequently
only one or maybe two suppliers will be singled out for this final evaluation and
this is where the seller needs to be. The purpose of the IT-supplier’s market
communication program is to reach this point. A mix of advertisements,
seminars, fairs, personal contacts and hopefully good word-of-mouth references
will lead to high expected quality and a chance to prove the capability by
performing a test project. If the customer already has some kind of system in
use, the remaining supplier(s) will probably get to perform some kind of test
project in order for the customer to test the technical and functional quality of
the services.

6.2.2 The purchase- and consumption process

In the case of selling IT-solutions we find it hard to separate the purchase
process from the consumption process. The “service consumption” starts almost
immediately after the customer’s selection of potential suppliers. Business
development consulting is not for free and neither is the customer’s evaluation
of the existing systems. Nevertheless both consulting and evaluation are needed
in order to produce a proposed IT-solution.

As described in section 6.1 the buying company normally appoints a project
group that is responsible for the presentation of material that can be used by the
top management to make the final decision in a later stage. When the buyer has
decided to accept a deal the selling company normally appoints a corresponding
project group that is responsible for consultation and implementation of the IT-
solution. The discussions concerning price, payment conditions, legal
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requirements, etc. will be held on a top management level. According to our
respondents it is important that the discussions concerning the commercial and
legal terms do not interfere with the cooperation between the two appointed
project groups that are responsible for the business development and the
implementation of a possible IT-solution. The reason for this is that the work of
the respective project groups must proceed unaffected by disagreements
between the people negotiating on price, guarantee terms, etc.

Before launching a project the project groups will have to set the frames for how
much resources that can be set off for the realization of the project. The two
most important factors are interconnected, time and money. The questions that
have to be answered and later fulfilled by the supplier are the following:

•  How much will it cost?
•  How long time will it take until the application is operational?

If this can not be fulfilled indirect relation cost will appear, which we have
discussed in 4.3.5. Both the supplier and the buyer will then be forced to set off
additional resources in order to finish the job as it was planned. The customer
might be disappointed and the supplier will loose credibility. The above
mentioned questions only treat the technical aspect of the service performance.
Whether the IT-supplier has fulfilled the expected technical quality or not
appears to be rather easy to decide. The functional aspect of the service quality
is more difficult to analyze since it has to do with the perception of individuals.
Our respondents have all pointed out that it is important that the representatives
of the selling company speak the same “language” as their counterparts in the
buying company, which has already been pointed out in an earlier part of the
analysis. For example a technically skilled person should be appointed to
manage the contacts with computer engineers, a person with great knowledge of
business administration should be appointed to manage the contact with the
economy manager, etc. In order for the buying company to trust the supplier the
buyer must be convinced that the service will be performed professionally and
within the time- and cost frames that have been decided upon. However this is
not enough. The situation concerning business development consulting and
implementation of IT-solutions is somewhat particular in comparison with other
complex services because the supplier’s consultants have access to extensive
information about the customer’s organization and its business processes. Some
of this information may be of a delicate nature. Other companies in the same
field of business are of course interested in knowing the weak spots in their
competitors’ organizations. In order to avoid so called psychological relation
costs, which we discussed in 4.3.5, the customer must be absolutely certain that
delicate information will be treated confidentially at all times.
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To conclude this part we have the impression that it is the performance, from a
perceived service point of view, during this first project that decides whether
there will be a long-term business relation or not between the supplier and the
customer.

6.2.3 The Interactive Part of the Service Performance

In part 4.3.4, we described the importance of customer participation in the
service performance. The customers should be seen as a quality-creating
resource since they know their organizations best. In the case of IT-related
services the situation appears to be somewhat different. The IT-suppliers that we
have interviewed agree that the general knowledge about the opportunities
connected with the use of IT-solutions is low. Concerning customer specific
information the IT-supplier’s team must of course rely on the people appointed
by the buying company. Whereas concerning possible technical solutions the
specific problems the customer must rely on the expertise and the good
judgement of the IT-supplier.

This dependency on part of the customer might increase the perceived
uncertainty. This in its turn makes it even more important for the supplier to
establish a customer-seller relationship built on trust. The IT-customers that we
have interviewed have currently somewhere between 5-15 relationships
activated with the equal amount of suppliers. Although it has not been told to us
explicitly, it appears to be somewhat annoying to the IT-suppliers that many
different systems from different suppliers are at use at the same time. According
to one of the respondents, Allegro, we will probably see an increased
cooperation between different suppliers in the future. The most appropriate
would be if one major supplier were responsible for the implementation of all
the applications that might be needed in an organization. If the supplier itself can
not produce a certain application it can be purchased from another supplier,
which is specialized in a certain type of IT-solution such as for instance data
warehousing. The main IT-supplier can in this way make certain that different
applications will be able to integrate without the extra costs that occur when
unexpected adjustments have to be made in order for the system to work. With
this in mind a theoretical connection can be made to Grönroos’ relation costs.
Indirect relation costs might occur due to that different IT-solutions delivered by
different suppliers can not be integrated without a lot of extra work both on part
of the supplier and the customer. On the other hand psychological relation costs
might occur on part of the customer because of the dependency on a single IT-
supplier. What happens if the customer-seller relationship turns sour? What
happens if the IT-supplier goes into bankruptcy?
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Although the supplier wishes to have the situation under its own control it is
important to have in mind that the customer might be uncomfortable with being
too dependent on another company. Although the customer in many cases can
not contribute to the purely technical part of the implementation process it is
important that the customer feels that he can influence the final outcome. The
customer is the one that in the end has to rely on functionality of the IT-solution.
The IT-suppliers that we have interviewed all have some kind of customer-
feedback system, which they point out is important. This feedback might for
instance take place in so called “users clubs” where representatives from the
supplier and the customers meet to discuss problems and possibilities.

6.2.4 Relationship Marketing Programs

Arnerup-Cooper & Edvardsson point out that a different set of marketing tools is
needed in the relation oriented marketing. Economic advantages for loyal
customers, social relationships and structural bindings are perhaps the most
important of these tools according to them.

Well-established social relationships appear to be a prerequisite in order for the
consulting- and implementation process to run smoothly and to be successful.
The IT-supplier’s project team and the customer’s project team work very
intimately together during this process, which calls for a good match on the
individual level. The ability to speak the same “language”, personal integrity
and professional approach have been discussed in the previous parts of this
section. These are probably the most important factors for a good social
relationship to be created between the representatives of the seller and the
customer. The members of the project teams must be selected carefully both by
the customer and the seller and if it turns out that certain individuals do not fit in
they should be replaced by someone more appropriate. Once the IT-solution is
installed the social relationship must be maintained. It is for instance appropriate
that the customer feels free to contact the members of the supplier’s project team
even after the deal is closed since they hopefully are known and trusted by the
customer. Furthermore they are probably the ones that know the customer’s
organization the best.

Structural bindings have been discussed in part 6.2.3, an example of such
structural binding is when one single supplier is responsible for the
implementation of the entire IT-based business solution. The switching costs
would then be immense if the customer whishes to change supplier. The purpose
of a relation marketing program is however to avoid the customer from wanting
to switch supplier.
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Economic advantages for loyal customers are more difficult to fit in to this
context. A specific type of IT-solution might be standardized in its appearance.
The problem is that the specific characteristics of the customers’ organizations
and their problems differ from each other. For instance the amount of consulting
needed differs with different kind of problems. The price that different customer
pay for the supplier’s services can therefore not be compared. However we
believe that a loyal customer might expect a more generous service level since
the seller might be more eager to keep this important customer happy and
satisfied.

6.2.5. Customer Segments and Target Groups

Grönroos points out the importance of being able to satisfy the specific needs of
the customer. The suppliers that we interviewed agreed that the businesses of
different industrial segments are quite similar, though the customers often
believe that they are totally unique. However business processes in a
manufacturing company differs from those in a service company. As described
in the previous parts of this section the IT-supplier meets great demands in order
for the customer to trust them. When selecting among suppliers the customer is
often interested in references from earlier successful projects similar to the one
that he is interested in having performed in the own organization. With this in
mind it appears to be appropriate for suppliers to carefully select a specific type
of customer towards which they can focus their marketing activities. These
customers are called “target customers”. The starting point must be an analysis
of the own organization and its co-workers in order to analyze what kind of
competence they possess. Not very many chances are given in this field of
business, therefore it is important for the supplier to get it right the first time.
Since different customer groups have different needs the organizations that the
supplier is most likely to satisfy are the ones that, according to Grönroos, should
be selected as “target customers”.
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6.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SALES- AND PURCHASE PROCESS

The purpose of this section is to discuss the purchase and selling process in a
bird’s eye view. In this section we try to combine the analyses made in the two
previous sections. The discussions in this part are aimed at presenting general
characteristics of the seller-buyer relationship between the IT-supplier and its
customers. Furthermore we will discuss how these characteristics may influence
this particular relationship.

As an introduction we find it relevant to briefly discuss Kotler’s specific
characteristics of industrial buying that were presented in part 4.1. in the frame
of references. The most typical buying characteristics in the IT-market are
according to us the following:

•  Larger deals. The total cost for the implementation of an IT-solution,
including the planning work, the consulting and the necessary research is
generally high. No numbers have been explicitly mentioned in the interviews
that we have conducted. However we have the impression that the price for
an IT-solution ranges from a few thousand SEK for smaller applications up
to several million SEK for larger integrated business solutions.

•  Close relationships. This characteristic is of crucial importance to our study.
The IT-supplier and its customers have a close relationship not only during
the implementation phase of an IT-solution but during the entire life cycle of
the “product”. Furthermore the IT-solution is normally upgraded on a
continuos basis, which prolongs the business relationship even further.

•  Inelastic demand. Price does not seem to be the most important factor in the
selection of IT-suppliers, which will be further discussed in this section.

•  Professional purchasing. Many people with different professional
background are involved in the purchase process of IT-solutions. The reason
for this is the size of the purchase and the large effect that the solution will
have on the organization’s business processes in the future.

•  Several buying influences. The purchase of an IT-solution is preceded by
extensive market communication activities on part of the supplier, often on a
personal level. Competition is tough and the customers need to trust the
supplier to be the best in solving their specific problems.

•  Fewer buyers. The suppliers that we have interviewed have pointed out that
they concentrate their marketing activities toward larger organizations since
they are the ones that can afford to make larger investments. We have limited
our research to include IT-customers that are large enough to have a need,
and sufficient investment capital, for IT-based integrated business solutions.
In our case we have concentrated on organizations with an annual turnover of
1 billion SEK or more. The Swedish market does not host very many
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companies of that size. This fact makes it even more important for the IT-
suppliers to maintain the business relationships that they have accomplished.

6.3.1 The Knowledge Gap

The IT-market is “hot”. The valuation of the IT-companies in the world’s stock
markets speaks for itself. Everybody expect future growth within this field of
business. Future growth potential in its turn attracts new actors to the market. As
a consequence competition gets tougher between different IT-suppliers, which in
its turn leads to a heavy innovation pressure. In order to outpace the competitors
the IT-supplier must continuously come up with new technology and better
solutions.

The potential customers who are supposed to buy and use the IT-solutions, such
as for instance the manufacturing industry, have difficulties keeping track of the
new technology and the business opportunities that can be created from it.
Furthermore, as our empirical findings show, the sales- and purchase process
might last for a long time. During this period of time the technology will
develop even further. No IT-supplier can guarantee that the technology that is
delivered today will not be obsolete in for instance three years.

If the buyer itself does not have the necessary resources (time, know-how etc.)
to keep track of the technological development they must trust someone else to
do it. Larger companies like Ericsson, Volvo and Electrolux have their own IT-
suppliers integrated in their organizations. Smaller companies can not afford
such organizations, instead they must turn to external contractors. Concerning IT
know-how there is a knowledge gap between the average potential customers
and the companies that supply the IT-solutions. Our assumption is that this
knowledge gap creates uncertainty on part of the potential IT-customers. In the
following part we discuss how to deal with such uncertainty.

6.3.2 Trust

As concluded in section 6.1 the buyers are of the opinion that the perceived need
stems from that the existing system has to be replaced because of changing
circumstances in their business context. These changing circumstances are
constituted by the invasion of information technology during the last couple of
years. The buyers are aware of that adjustments to the changing circumstances
have to be made but they do not have a clear picture of how to complete such
changes. It is interesting to observe how two suppliers were of the opinion that
their customers not were aware of their needs. According to these suppliers the
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buyer’s need developed after that the supplier had presented a potential IT-
solution to the buyer. Our reflection is that the buyers were only partly aware of
their needs, the buyers were therefore not able to fully specify a request. This
situation calls for the supplier to clearly describe what business opportunities the
offered IT-solution will bring about. The so-called business development
consultants are responsible for the describing of the system and its opportunities.
It is therefore important that the consultants have knowledge and understanding
for the customer’s field of business.

If the supplier’s offer is well described and sufficiently concrete the buyer’s
picture of the perceived need might become more obvious. It is also likely that
the character of the buyer’s initial perceived need will change during the
discussions with the IT-supplier’s development consultants.

As also discussed in section 6.1 IT-solutions are of a very complex character.
According to Håkansson & Wootz the uncertainty during a purchase has a
positive correlation to the complexity of the product or service. Consequently
the purchase of an IT-solution ought to be the result of numerous measures
taken in order to reduce the overall uncertainty. The selection process of
suppliers is therefore interesting to observe. Because of the knowledge gap, as
explained earlier, the buyer does not have the technical knowledge to select a
supplier merely on technical grounds.

The selection process can for that reason be seen as a process in which the buyer
selects the supplier, which he believes can best satisfy the needs of the own
organization. Given that IT-services are of a complex nature, the buyer will
compensate his lack of knowledge and uncertainty with his perception and
confidence for a certain supplier. Consequently the selection of a supplier is
based on the trust in the supplier. If these criteria are of considerable importance
to the buyer’s buying behavior, then relationship marketing is of vital
importance to the supplier.

As observed by us, trust in a supplier is based on three criteria: personal
contacts, the language, and references. Personal contacts are taken on all levels.
It is important that the supplier establishes contacts with as many potential
buying companies as possible, especially with potential members of a buying
center. Even though the largest responsibility is given the business consultants it
is important that other members of a supplying company also are aware of the
importance of making a trustful impression. A consequence of having an
established contact with a potential buying company is that the supplying
company will have an initial advantage during a potential selection process.
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The language spoken by the suppliers is another element in building up trust.
“Speaking the same language” as the buyer calls for the supplier to adapt itself
to the buyer and the context in which the buyer acts. In order for the supplier to
be on “the same page” as the buyer and thereby reduce the overall uncertainty, it
is essential to let the buyer have an active part in the development of a potential
IT-solution. In order for these matters to take place it is necessary for the
supplier to have previous experience from the buyer’s line of business. The
experience facilitate the cooperation in the sense that the actors do not have to
start from square one but instead can get right down to business.

A concrete example of having experience from a certain business is to have
references. We are of the opinion that references are of immense importance
because the references make the services more concrete and thereby reduce the
uncertainty of the buyer. Many references from a specific field of business prove
that the supplier knows what he is talking about. Consequently the buyer is more
likely to have confidence in the supplier’s promises. Our respondents at Cloetta
and Tekniska Verken agreed that if an IT-solution has benefited other
companies in the same field of business, it would probably benefit them as well.

6.3.3 Be There or be Square!

The above headline is somewhat provocative but we believe this to be the most
common “sales argument” concerning IT-solutions. The knowledge gap that we
have described earlier puts the customer in a rather peculiar situation when
specifying its needs. Due to changes in the business environment the customer
knows that something has to be done but the concrete specifications are created
in cooperation with the supplier. We believe that the suppliers on this market
create the customer needs in a higher degree than many other markets due to the
knowledge gap. One of our respondents claimed that a common mistake that
potential IT-customers do is to believe that things will stay the same if they
decide not to do anything about their current situation. We now know that the
sales- and purchase process might extend over a long period of time. Since time
is money both to the supplier and the customer it might be appropriate to create
a sense of urge to have the customers make up their minds more quickly.
However we believe it to be important for the long-term relationship that the
customers do not feel forced upon doing something they are not prepared to
commit themselves to. Particularly since the size of the purchase is normally
considerable. On the other hand the IT-suppliers must “strike while the iron is
hot”. It is important to quickly build up a customer stock in order to survive the
fierce competition from established as well as new suppliers.
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In the next chapter we will conclude the characteristics of the sales- and
purchase process of IT-related services that we find most important to our study.
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7 OUR CONCLUSIONS

This chapter will be divided in three shorter sections. Section one and two aim at
answering the two questions presented in section 1.1. In the third and last
section we briefly comment the experiences that we have made during the
realization of the study.

In section 1.2 we presented the paper’s purpose as follows:

The purpose is to increase the understanding for the professional approach of the
persons involved in the sales- and purchase process of IT-related services in a
business-to-business context. The study is taking the buyer’s- as well as the
seller’s perspective into account when analyzing the process.

In order to fulfill the purpose we formulated two questions that constitute the
general guideline for our work:

•  What characteristics distinguish the sales- and purchase process between an
IT-supplier and its customers?

•  How do these characteristics affect the professional approach of the people
responsible for sales or purchase?

7.1 WHAT CHARACTERISTICS DISTINGUISH THE SALES- AND
PURCHASE PROCESS BETWEEN AN IT-SUPPLIER AND ITS
CUSTOMERS?

The expansion of the IT-market, both in terms of companies and variety of
technologies, has a great impact on Sweden’s traditional industry. As a
consequence the companies that constitute the traditional industry experience a
change in their business environments. In order to adjust to these changes they
often turn to business development consultants, that in its turn almost
exclusively build their solutions on the use of information technology (IT).

Since competition is tough between the IT-suppliers large amounts of money is
put on R&D, this in its turn leads to a rapid development of new technology.
The customers to whom this new technology is aimed at have difficulties
keeping themselves updated on the technological development and the business
opportunities that stems from it. Consequently a “knowledge gap” have
appeared between the IT-suppliers and their potential customers. This
knowledge gap makes it difficult for the customers to objectively evaluate and
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compare different IT-solutions. Hence trust in the supplier, both on an
organizational level as well as on a personal level, becomes perhaps the most
important selection criterion to the customer.

The business relationship between an IT-supplier and its customers is an
ongoing process since an IT-solution is normally upgraded continuously.
Structural bindings are created due to high switching costs in case the customer
wishes to change supplier. The structural binding makes it very important to
maintain a good social relationship. For instance the customer must feel free to
contact the supplier at any time if problems or questions occur.

The purchase of an IT-solution normally involves a great deal of money.
However the price of an IT-solution does not seem to be of decisive importance
when selecting a supplier. The reason for this might be the heterogeneity of the
solutions offered on the market, which makes it very difficult to compare
different alternatives. Another reason might be that the customer figures that it is
better to invest in a more expensive solution in order to avoid having to upgrade
the solution shortly after it has been implemented.

7.2 HOW DO THESE CHARACTERISTICS AFFECT THE
PROFESSIONAL APPROACH OF THE PEOPLE RESPONSIBLE FOR
SALES OR PURCHASE?

After having analyzed the buyer’s behavior we have concluded that a purchase
of an IT-solution is time-consuming and involves many people. Once an initial
contact has been taken between the buyer and potential suppliers the decision-
making process lasts approximately six months. The formal decision is taken by
the board after that they have approved the proposition of a group responsible
for evaluating different offers. This group is called the purchasing project group.
The board and the project group closely match what Webster and Wind call the
Buying Center. The project group normally includes the so-called deciders and
buyers, and to some extent users that function as advisors. Furthermore than
being part of the project group the IT-manager, which in many cases is the only
one with sufficient knowledge of the organization’s technical infrastructure as a
whole, might function as a gatekeeper. He/she might reject an offer immediately
because of for instance technological incompatibility. The CEO and the board of
directors use the information produced by the project group in order to make the
final decision of whether to purchase or not, they must therefore be considered
to be the approvers. Employees with specific knowledge in a type of business
process or type of technology normally influence the selection process
performed by the project group, consequently they should be considered to be
influencers of the final decision.
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During our research we have identified an additional role of the buying center,
which is not included in the original theory. This person might be called the
contact person. The contact person is someone within the organization who has
had previous contact with representatives of a supplier, either on a personal level
or on a professional level. The contact person has an important role in an initial
phase of the selection process since he/she might awake extra interest for a
certain supplier by recommending it to his/hers colleagues.

Factors that are vital to the project group when evaluating a supplier are: the
personal contact, the suppliers understanding for the customer’s business, the
suppliers ability to speak the same language as the buyer and references from
the same field of business. We have found that these criteria have a connection.
If a supplying company has references from the same field of business the
company therefore knows how to speak the same language as the buyer. The
interaction between the parts makes it easier for the supplier to generate an
understanding for the customer’s business and thereby the starting point for a
deeper personal contact might be created.

The establishment of personal contact is the basis for the buyer’s trust in a
supplier. Because of the technological complexity of an IT-service, trust is the
most important role in reducing the buyer’s perceived overall uncertainty.

The people responsible for sales of IT-services are only partly aware of the
buyer’s evaluation criteria. Personal contacts are considered very important.
However speaking the “same language” might be a problem. The reason for this
is that the IT-supplier often appears to be technology focused, which makes it
likely for him to emphasize the technical advantages in the interaction with the
customers instead of focusing on the customer value perspective. With customer
value we refer to a more efficient usage of the company’s resources which in its
turn makes it possible to increase the profit.

Finally it has been interesting to notice a paradoxical relationship caused by the
knowledge-gap. Even though the buyer highly values the supplier’s ability to
concretely explain the IT-services’ advantages, the supplier still takes advantage
of the knowledge-gap. By having a deeper knowledge of the technical aspects
the supplier may, for example, argue that certain types of upgrading are
necessary. The buyer might not be able to evaluate arguments concerning the
technical aspects objectively. By arguing that the competitors have made
different types of improvements by using IT, the supplier causes a context in
which the buyer on the one hand feels uncertain and stressful about the use of
IT. On the other hand, by showing successful references and showing deep
knowledge about the buying company’s business context, the supplier might
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create confidence and trust in the own organization’s ability to solve the
customer’s “problems”.

The wish of the supplier is naturally to sell as much as possible, it is however
important that the supplier is aware of that the customer’s trust is something that
has to be maintained during the entire business relationship. The most obvious
way of dealing with this situation is to actually listen and eventually adjust to the
customers’ feedback, that is, to have an interactive relationship. The purchase
and use of an IT-solution must constitute a win-win deal, that is, contain
perceived value both from the perspective of the supplier as well as from the
perspective of the customer. However this value from the customers’
perspective can not be easily measured in monetary terms. Instead the customer
value might consist of the notion that the organization is prepared for the
demands of the future and that they have made the right choice of supplier and
type of IT-solution.

7.3. THE AUTHORS’ FINAL COMMENTS

This study is conducted in an initial stage of the development of IT. The
customers that we interviewed had implemented their IT-solutions rather
recently. The simple reason for this is that IT-based business solutions have not
existed for a long time. We however believe that the use of IT in a business
context as well as in other contexts of the society is here to stay. Therefore it
would be interesting to conduct a study similar to ours within 5-10 years time in
order to see whether our conclusions still have any relevance.

As a conclusion to our study we would like to give a few proposals to future
studies within this area of research.

•  A first proposal is to more closely examine what we have called the
“knowledge gap”. What consequences might this so-called gap have on the
industry in a more long-term perspective?

•  A second proposal is to examine whether a certain set of measurement-
parameters aimed at evaluating an IT-solution can be defined. A sub-question
would be to decide whether the same measurement-parameters could be used
in different types of industries.
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Interview guide aimed at IT-suppliers Appendix 1

Questions concerning the company:

1. What are your main business activities?
2. Number of employees?
3. Annual turnover?

Questions concerning the sales-process:

4. What kinds of customers are considered target customers? Why?
5. What kinds of market communications are used in order to inform a potential

customer about your business solutions?
6. Once contact has been established with the customer, what follow-up

measures are taken?
7. What measures might be taken in order to accomplish an actual sales-

contract?
8. The three mentioned questions above can be seen as a chronological process.

With this in mind what kind of people (job-positions) are involved in the
different steps of this process?

9. Which characteristics are important when trying to convince the customer
about the superiority of the company’s services?

Questions concerning the sales of IT-related services?

10. How much knowledge do you think the average customer possesses about
the possibilities with IT?

11. How highly specified are the general customers’ inquiries?
12. What is your opinion about the future concerning technological development

and business opportunities?
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Interview guide aimed at IT-customers Appendix 2

Questions concerning the company:

1. What are your main business activities?
2. Number of employees?
3. Annual turnover?
4. How many IT-suppliers are you currently cooperating with?

Questions concerning the purchase-process:

5. What kind of IT-solution was most recently purchased by your company?
6. What was the actual need and purpose behind this purchase?
7. How were the requirements for this IT-solution formulated?
8. Previous experience from this kind of purchase?
9. How long period of time passed between the initial inquiry and the signing of

the purchase contract?
10. What kind of phases might be distinguished during this period of time?
11. If the purchase-process is seen as a chronological process, what kind of

people (job-positions) are involved in the different steps or phases of this
process?

12. How has this IT-solution affected the organization?

Questions concerning the purchase of IT-related services?

13. Which characteristics are most important when selecting between potential
IT-suppliers?

14. Is it possible to evaluate and measure the value of an investment in an IT-
solution?

15. What is your opinion about the future concerning technological development
and business opportunities?


